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Fellow says the phrase "Keep
Your Chin Up" means simply
that we should make the best of
the most and the least of the
worst.
-Mr. J.B. Curd says we've got
him too old. He was born on
May 7, 1882 which makes him 89
years old. He says the Hebrew
people regarded the hair on the
head and chin as a distinctive
mark of manliness. There was
none praised more, he says than
Absalom. The beauty of Absalom
was attributed to the luxurious
growth of his hair. He was
without blemish. Dark hair was
especially praised. The long hair
of men generally exceeded the
length of the woman
Read
Samuel 11, chapter 14, verses 25
and 26 Thanks Mr Curd for this
interesting bit of information

In Our 92nd Year

Breakins To
Two Schools
Investigated
Breakins occurred at Carter
Elementary School, Robertson
Elementary School, and Huie
Flower Shop last night, according
to reports made to the Murray
Police Department this morning
Wheel covers and hub caps
were stolen from two cars and

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, November 9, 1971

Colson Home Is
Destroyed, Fire

Mr and Mrs. Charles Colson
whose home and contents were
destroyed by fire will be honored
with a shower at the Dexter
Community Center on Friday,
November 12, at seven p.m.
The Colson home burned about
seven p.m. on Friday, November
5. Their home, contents, and
eight a.m. Entry to this school clothes were destroyed in the
was gained by picking the lock on blaze that consumed their home
the door on the west side of the located southeast of Airno on the
building. Stolen from the school Bethel Church and Alm° Road.
were some very old foreign coins, At the present time, they are
$5.00 in money, and a Barlow residing with his parents, Mr.
knife which was found at and Mrs. Silburn Colson. Mrs.
Robertson School by the police Charles Sandy I Colson is the
granddaughter of Mr and Mrs.
this morning.
, Gary's Lee of Dexter
Mrs. Eat Huie of the Hine. The sizes of clothing
for the
Flower Shop, Ill South 15th couple
have been announced.
Street, reported the breakin at Mrs. Colson
wears a size 7 or 8
her business at 9:07 a.m. to the : dress and slacks, 5tt or 6 shoes,
police. Entry was gained by and small stip, and
Mr Colson
breaking a glass in the back side wears
medium t-shirt, 15 or 16
door by a rock which was found at shirt, 94,2 shoes, and 32_30 pants.

another car has been reported
vandalized, police reports said.
Roy Irvin, custodian of
Robertson School, Broach Street,
reported the breakin there this
morning at 7:30. Stolen from the
school were some items and
money from the class rooms and
the school office. The cold drink
machine in the teacher's lounge
was also entered.
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The police report said entry
(Continued
on Page Eightl
was probably gained by entering
by a window in the gym on the
south side of the building. A tape
player was taken from the office
but was found in one of the
classrooms
The breakin at Carter School,
South 13th Street, was reported at
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Pay Board Votes To
Hold Wage Increases
To 5.5% In Phase II
Labor Members of Council
Voice Opposition To Move

By GENE CARLSON
effect unchanged when the
WASHINGTON I UPI) —In
controls are lifted at midnight
the
most
comprehensive
Saturday.
government-irnposed wage poliIt was the most important
cy since the Korean War, the
Pay Board has voted to hold decision yet on Phase 2 of
future wage increases to about President Nixon's new economfurther
ic policy. The cost of Living
f
4037
7
4rti
3r
o
. ts
5.5 per cent.
n madesyiringcall
r1 inor
The decision, which came Council could announce today
Monday night over strong labor what industries will be covered
opposition, would bar most during the extended controls,
Incidentally we heard the other
workers from collecting wages and the Price Commission is
day that a barber school was
to
announce
Its
they lost during the 90-day expected
closing down because of the lack
standards by the end of the
freeze.
of students
Seems that the
The board also agreed to let week.
current fad for growing hair so
most contracts negotiated be- The post-freeze wage rules
long is cutting into the barber
fore or during the freeze take were approved 10.5 with labor
business which makes some look
voting no and industry and
AMCHITKA, Alaska (UPI)—'collapse. then it ceased he
upon this trade as somewhat
public members in favor
The land immediately above said.
risky
Maybe some day the
"It means they nullified our
the site of the most powerful Two dead seals and two dead
image of the "red blooded
contracts" said AFL-CIO PresU.S. underground nuclear test sea otters were found Monday,
American Boy" with short hair
ident George Meany after the
in history collapsed Monday Jackson said, adding that all
and clean cut visage will return
two-hour meeting. Meany said
into a huge crater. The collapse the animals had sustained
and barbering will be more
he would take the issue to
was caused by shift of earth
profitable.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Walston
Two free screening clinics for Miami whe're meetings precedThe annual Back-to-School that registered 5 on the Richter internal injuries.
Thirteen
dead
birds
of
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Walston of Hendricks. Mr. Walston is the son pre-school children suspected of ing the AFL-C10 annual conWe have a lot of leaves to clean Night for parents of Calloway Scale.
Murray Route Two will celebrate of the late Gus and Ola Barnette having hearing or speech (Continued on Page Eight;
up in our yard. This is a job that County High School was held Atomic Energy Commission
disorders will be held in Murray
their golden wedding an- Walston.
is easy to put off until tomorrow. Monday, November 8, at seven ( AEC) spokesman Dave Jackthis week.
p.m. in Jeffrey gymnasium.
niversary on Sunday, November
The
anniversary couple
To be conducted by the speech
Parents, teachers, friends, and son said the ground movement
14. with an open house at their
Reading where a person said
which occurred 38 hours after
resides at the horneplace where and hearing clinic at Murray
students
heard
a
special
program
home.
"People are judged by their
Saturday's blast 5,975 feet
All friends and relatives are Mrs. Walston was reared. Mr. State University, the clinics are
courtesy—or lack of it—even of music by the Calloway County below had been expected. The
High
School
directed
Band,
by
The
invited
Welcome
to call between the hours Walstogis a retired farmer. They scheduled from 1 to 4 p.m. on
Wagon
more than by their personal
five-megaton explosion formed
attend eie Flint Baptist Church. Wednesday and Friday at the
appearance." This is certainly David Berry, and by the Fresh- an 800-foot diameter cavity Newcomers Club will have its. of two and five p.m.
man
Girls
Chorus
and
the
Laker
monthly
The
meeting
Thursday,
on
couple was married
true A person who appears well
They have one son, Will Rob Calloway County Health Center.
more than one-mile below the
Mrs. Stoney (Robbie) RaspNovember 11, at 7:30 p.m. in the November 12, 1921, at Murray, Walston of Murray Route Two, Dr. Jim McDill, associate
dressed and clean but acts in a Mixed Chorus, directed by Mrs. ground's surface_
basement of the First Christian with Bro. Mack Poole performing two grandchildren, Mrs. Dennis professor of special education at berry of 401 South 8th Street,
rude manner is thought far less of Lucinda Darnall.
Howard Crittenden, principal, "No radiation escaped," Church, North 5th Street.
the ceremony. Their attendants (Sharion) Kauffman of Mur- Murray State, said any parent Murray, is being transferred by
Ow a person who is unkempt but
qgurteous. Courtesy comes from welcomed the group and in- Johnson said. "But when the Mrs. Harold (Ruth) Ever- were Mrs. Ruth Strader and the freesboro, Tenn., and Will Rob who suspects a pre-school child ambulance from the MurrayWalston, Jr., of Murray Route has a speech or hearing problem Calloway County Hospital to the
the inside while personal ap- troduced the Calloway County cavity cooled and pressure smeyer, registered florist, will late Porter Stubblefield.
University of Kentucky Medical
Lpearance is on the outside and Board of Education, Personnel of inside it decreased, the earth present the program demon- Mrs. Walston is the former Ara Two, and two great grand- should have the child tested.
vti,sit is on the inside is far more Superintendent William B. above it collapsed and filled the strating how to make Christmas Hendricks, daughter of the late children, Laura Lynne Kauffman He emphasized that the clinics Center, Lexington, to await a
are open to any pre-school child kidney transplant.
decorations. Her husband is a Rupert and Jennie Blakely and Heather Dawn Walston.
valuable than what is on the Miller's office, the faculty and cavity."
staff of Calloway County High, There was some seismic professor in the Department of
from anywhere in the area.
The Murray woman has been
outside.
and the student teachers from activity at the site with the Biology, Murray State Univer- The Rollback Law
"Parents who have some hospitalized six different times
Murray State University.
question about a child and cannot this year and has been there for
Troy Gordon of the Tulsa World The parents visited
attend one of the clinics may call the past forty days. Her husband
the rooms
New
officers
will
be
installed
at
toys "Now you can buy walking of their
the university speech and has been unable to continue
children and talked with
the meeting by the retiring
shorts with the frayed bottom the teachers.
hearing clinic at 762-24-46 to working due to having to care for
Refreshments
president, Mrs. Phyllis Miller.
built in—by the establishment, of were served in
arrange for clinical screening at his wife.
the concession
They
president:
Venza,
Linda
are
course. That's one of many stand in the gym.
Murray State," he added.
Friends of Mrs. Raspberry
Dr Donald Hunter, Dean of the Mary Jo Johnson, first vicereasons why the establishment
Teachers of the school are Sue School of Education at Murray president; Sophie Sagrera,
The screening program is part have started a drive to help
remains—it's versatile"
Adams, Frances Armstrong, State University, will be the second vice-president; Priscilla
of a program initiated this falrat defray the high costs of hospital
David Berry, Eugene Chaney, Wednesday Luncheon speaker at Schanbacher, recording
Murray State to identify and and medical bills. Donations are
Atheists don't have a prayer. Jerry Conley,
Lucinda Darnall, the United Campus Ministry, 202 secretary; Teckla Ferrell,
treat pre-school children with being received at the Bank of
That reminds us of the story Larry
Dunn, Larry England, North 15th Street.
Murray, Peoples Bank, or may
speech and hearing problems.
corresponding secretary; Ruth
about the Dial-A-Prayer for James Feltner,
Financed by a $2,300 university be sent to Rev. Randolph Allen,
Lucy Forrest, "Alternatives Within Futrell, treasurer; Barbara
atheists. They dial a number and Joseph Houston,
research grant for the current Pastor, Northside
Ruth Howard, Education" will be the theme of Brandon, historian.
Baptist
nobody answers.
Myrtle Jones, Bess Kerlick, the 12:30 address. The Luncheon
school year, the project involves Church, 808 North 18th Street,
Myrtle Mae Grogan, Welcome
Alberta Korb, David Lanier, at U.C.M. this week is in con- Wagon hostess, will assist in the
detection through clinical Murray, Ky.
Fellow says he recently heard Ruth Gillespie, Jo
Mrs. Raspberry has three sons,
diagnostic
screening
Mathis, Judith junction with the University's installation. Shirley Grasty is the
and
WASHINGTON (UP!(—The U.
an elderly lady berating an Meredith,
Geraldine Myers, Billy Insight Program.
hostess chairman for the S. Supreme Court today refused reverse a lower court puling evaluation and a followup of Ronnie King student at Murray
airline passenger agent because Rue Nix, Brenda
which held the law as legal.
corrective therapy.
State University and professional
Nix, Susan A native of Mississippi, Dr. evening.
to hear a constitutional challenge
the plane she wanted to catch was Nutter, Sue
The Supreme Court in effect
McDill, director of the baseball player, Stanley King,
Outland, Carman Hunter has been associated with
It has been announced that club of Kentucky's-965 property tax
tardy. "I just don't see", she Parks, Larry
ruled by its refusal of the case screening project, said clinics serving in the U. S. Army in
Paschall, N. P. Murray State since September of members must purchase tickets law.
complained, "how anything that Paschall, W. T.
that no federal question was are being planned in other areas California, and Ricky King of
Patterson, Betty 1957, when he was appointed for themselves and their guests The nation's
highest
court
goes 800 miles an hour could be Riley, Jane Sisk,
involved and therefore there was of the county later during the Murray, and one daughter, Mrs.
Ruth Smith, Assistant Professor of Education by November 11 for the Christ- rejected
the appeal by the no reason for the Supreme Court
4ate."
Louise Tarry, Glenda Thompson, and Director of Off-Campus mas Dance on December 10.
school year.
Ramona Dunn of Murray.
Louisville board of education to to hear the case.
Douglas Tucker, Ron Underhill, Student Teaching.
After Thursday the tickets will go
Contact magazine tells about Milton Walston, Gary
The high court appeal was the
Wilson, The 12:30 Luncheon is open to on sale to the public, the club
the hotel guest who gets a phone June Wilson, and Lorene
final step of an 80-year conFalwell. the public.
spokesman
said.
call from the house detective.
troversy over financing statesupported public education,
"Are you entertaining a woman
under terms of the state's 1891
in your room?" the detective
constitution.
The Student Speakers Bureau, her program will be to tell people
asks
PADUCAH (UM—Three The state constitution placed a a joint endeavor of the Calloway what it is to be
"Just a minute," responds the
happy and how
on ad County High and Murray High
. persons perished in a fire here maximum tax rate
guest, "and I'll ask her."
persons can keep themselves
valorem
taxes
of
$1.50
per $100 School speech departments, has
early today in a blaze believed
happy.
caused by the combustion of assessed value of finance public announced the names of the Army—Its
Future, Scott
education.
Between
1891
and
1963
' paint supplies stored in a second
student speakers available and Peterson—Scott Peterson is in
his
floor bathroom of a two-story (Continued on Page Eight)
their topics.
first year at Murray High and has
brick apartment building.
The speakers bureau, spon- seen parts of the world from
The victims were identified as
sored by the Murray Optimist Germany to California
with his
Kentucky
Mark Trail, Preston Gerry and
The
weather
club and under the leadership of father, who is a career
Army
Ruth Hortin, all of Paducah.
forecast:
Ron Beshear of Murray High and man. Young Peterson
feels that
Five others were Injured in the
Mostly cloudy and continued
Larry England of Calloway our national security
is in the
fire which swept the building.
cool today with occasional light
Robyn Roney and Rudy Mc- County High, will provide student hands of the Army and that we
Hospitalized in fair condition Cormick, both from the
rain spreading eastward across
speakers
for
programs
for the must not not get too lax in the
Murray
were Nannie Winters and J. B. area, will appear in the
the state Occasional rain concast of "A various clubs and organizations future with this part of our
Allbritton of Paducah. Treated Christmas Carol," the
tinuing east tonight. Partial
Children's in Murray and Calloway County. defense.
and released from a local Theatre production at
clearing west and cooler tonight
The students and their topics The Jesus Movement, David
Murray
hospital were James Willington, State University
Clearing and cooler over state
are as follows:
Hall—David Hall is a senior at
Roy Ellis and Mark Hortin.
Wednesday Highs today low 40s
How to be Happy, Wanda Calloway County High School and
The show is slated for Dec. 2-4
Three other persons in the at 9:30 a.m. in the
to mid 50s Lows tonight mid and
University McNabb—Wanda McNabb is a plans to attend Murray State
house, located in the city's Auditorium. According
upper 205 west to near 40 east.
to senior at Murray High this year University and major in comdowntown section, escaped 'in- director James
Highs Wednesday upper 3Ik and
I. Schemp, and is chairman of social events. munications. Hall says of his
jury
40s
assistant professor of drama, the She likes to sing and is a member topic' "Today's churches are
play is an adaptation of the short of the Glee Culb. The purpose of dying. The solution to lack of
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Ant'1.T BASKETBALL
story by Charles Dickens.
interest in religion may he in the
FRAT MEET
Kentucky
The
extended
Miss Roney, Rt. 6, is a
Jesus Revolution, which is
weather outlook Thurdsday
persons
who have signed up sophomore majoring in drama
All
Phi Beta Lambda, profeisiorual currently sweeping the youth
through Saturday: Generally fair
to play or wish to play in the adult and minoring in speech.
RAIANCING ACT—Twla brothers. Mark lefti and Paul Austin. 7, are
business fraternity at Murray across the country. I want to
with
rising
temperatures
deep In thought a. they
men's basketball league spon- McCormick,*Rt. 5, is a senior
sttempt to walk atop a pile of log. In their haek yard The', are the
State University, will meet this show you what real meaning this
.nn f Dr and Mrs rlegg Austin sored by the City Park are asked majoring
Thursday through Saturday.
in drama and speech. Thursday; November
of MUITA
11, at 7:30 Jesus Movement may hold for the
Highs in upper 50s to low 60a
to attend a rules meeting at the He is a member of the Ranger
religious future of us all."
p.m.
in
Room
104
of
the
business
Lows in the 30s to low 40a.
City Hall Thursday night at 8:30. Company at MSU.
(Continued on Page Eight)
building:
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Free Screening
Clinics Planned
For Pre-Schoolers

Mrs. Eversmeyer To
Newcomers Club

Hunter To Speak
At UCM Luncheon

Fund Drive Started
To Aid Local Woman
Awaiting Transplant

High Court
Refuses To
Hear Appeal

Student Speakers Bureau Gives
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Three Die In
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILM

Only 1622 persons voted in the general election on November 7
The only issue decided was the defeat of the proposed library tax
Frank Hill. Charles Outland. and Dan Shipley have been named
officers of the Young Farmers Class of the Adult Farm Vocational
Agricultural training prngraing
John D. Jones, H. T. Wablrep.C.C.Camay.B.C. Tucker, and
G A Nay. local farssers„ Issae
spat bignsectoents,
accordmg la a dory
bir Mort Ibre.
as- •
aervationial:
Mr and lbs. eamald Cooper are the parents of a bal. OK
Tanya Lynne. born!imam:213er 3at the %tray Hospital

20 Years Ago Today
SMIDOINL•TIMM MR

Bible Thought for Today
And ye shall eat in plenty, and be satisfied, and praise the name
of the Lord, your God, that hath dealth is ondrousli with you and
my people shall never be ashamed.—Joel 2:26.
Sometimes we may have cause to be ashamed of others, often of
ourselves- but never of our God

Isn't it The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The President has a well-developed understanding
of the important factors in high finance —the supply
of money, for example. When Mr. Nixon thinks of
money, he thinks that there isn't enough of it, and
who can say that he isn't right?
"No man ever bad enough money."
—Gypsy proverb

Harvard getting
a western look

By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — Harvard
University, which ranks somewhere behind the New York
Times and the Washington Post
as a bastion of the eastern
liberal Establishment, is
taking on a western look.
It wouldn't pay to jump on an
airplane tomorrow and find
California has spread to the
banks of the Charles. Cambridge is still the eldest of the
Ivy League, and despite a
heavy migration of non-eastern
students, people who mill
around the Harvard yard still
refer to it as the ::Haavahd
yaad "
But there is talk around Boston that two of the university's
vice presidents never studied a
day on the campus as an undergraduate and spent most of
their formative years in California. One of the most recently
appointed veeps also has selected a former San Diego resi*dent as his principal assistant.
The latter, Robin Schmidt,
;recently left Washington,
he was acting manager
the Pete McCloskey for
campaign office.
: Schmidt, 43, was adrninistraative assistant to California's
McCloskey. the Bay Area Republican liberal who is ready to
/challenge President Nixon in
preferential primaries next
year
- Schmidt, a native of Santa
7 Barbara, former reporter for
• the los Angeles Times and onetime partner in Phillips-Ramsey. Inc., a San Diego public
relations firms, hired on, effective Oct. 1, at Harvard as assis(ant vice president for public
affairs.
His boss is Charles U. Daly,
vice president for government
and community affairs A for-

:president

*it

mer Bay Area businessman
and Stanford University administrative aide, Daly is a
close friend of McCloskey.
Schmidt said he had been interested in the Harvard job for
several months and did not
leave Washington because of
any falling out with McCloskey.
"I have been spending a lot of
time la&ly answering the question: 'Are you mad at Pete?""
Schmidt said.
In addition to his California
experiences, Daly was a White
House aide in the Lyndon Johnson administration
As one of four assistants who
are technically second in command of Harvard, Daly has
equal footing with another former Californian, Hale Champion. He is vice president for finance.
Champion, also a former
newsman, rose quickly through
the ranks of the California state
government under the administration of Democrat Edmund
G. Brown. His last job was director of finance and sometime
political adviser to Brown.
Champion first got involved
in the Harvard scene as a participant in the Kennedy School
of Political Studies.
Daly and Champion bring a
different set of academic credentials to their respective
jobs. Champion went to Stanford and Daly, aside from his
onetime payroll affiliation, is a
graduate of Yale.Schmidt went
to ,the University di California
at Santa Barbara_
Some McCloskeyites look at
the Schmidt move in a tonguein-cheek fashion
"A few years ago, any Republican who walked near Harvard would be challenged,"
said one aide. "Now, we have
apparently infiltrated their
ranks

CAPITAL TOUCH

Agnew press. problems
linked to his candor
over one portion of the recent
trip), he volunteered a press
conference to bring the
WASHINGTON — Vice reporters traveling with him on
President Spiro T. Agnew has Air Force Two up to date just in
his troubles with some of the time to make editions in the
press, and some of the blame is United States. Our custom had
been to have the news conhis own.
He will never run away from ferences on the plane but the
a fight. He is candid and forth- vice president knew we had
right in everything he does been running a little dry on
Insofar as public statements 'Iresh copy and was quick to
and dealings with reporters. offer a solution.
His visits with the press in
He started in 1969 in a Des
Moines speech to cite the -the back of the plane" were
shortcomings of newspapers, frequent and productive, and
Mrs. Agnew was equally
news reporters, television
stations and television com- gracious and a frequent visitor
mentators. Such candor or such during flights between the
courage, if you would call it various cities. But, even with
this affable and cooperative
that, is bound to get anybody in
approach, Agnew got stung.
trouble.
However, after spending two One of the reporters misquoted
consecutive weeks fairly close turn — even with a typed
to this man one would have to transcription of a taped news
say that frequently he is more conference — to a point that
made it appear Agnew was
right than his press critics and
particularly that he cooperates interfering in Turkish internal
affairs
with the press far beyond any
Not quite in the same context
measure
his
detractors
but not very conducive to ready
acknowledge.
This two-week period, spent acceptance of the press was the
flying, driving, listening, young female reporter from
one of America's richest
watching, writing and running
to cable stations in Turkey, newspapers who interviewed
Spain, Iran and Greece, also Mrs. Agnew. The reporter were
brought a new discovery. He sloppy, soiled blue jeans with a
has- his enemies overseas, too hairdo or more accuraTelan
— particularly among the "un-do" that made her look like
Athens newspapers that oppose a hippie from the lowest part of
the colonels' regime of Prime any town.
Minister
George
Reporters are not fashion
Papadopoulos,
plates by nature but this young
The Athens News, an woman did the profession of
English-language
tabloid, journalism no great good
headlined the story of the through her attire.
Agnew visit to the land of his
One incident on the recent
ancestors with "Bombs, trip was a typical example of
Recruited Schoolchildren how some people have gotten to
Greet Agnew." The story also know
Agnew. Presented
spoke of Agnew's "bullet-Proof Greece's coveted Grand Cross
car." A bulletproof car is of the Royal Order of King
rather common for high George I, the citation made
government officials of all reference to his frankness.
nations. The "bomb" the paper Saying he owed his candor to
spoke of was a tiny device set his Greek-barn father, he said,
off, for reasons unknown but "I gueis -truth and candor.are
unlikely related to Agnew, in a Greek traits."
remote
Athens
suburb.
Agnew, early in the trip
Although the headline made made a statement that would
much
of
"recruited not endear him to some
schoolchildren," there was not repor,jers but his mood was one
a mention of this report in the of candor and candor is a rare
story contained underneath. commodity today, especially
Even if there had been, the among politicians in high
enthusiasm
shown
by places --- or low places. He
thousands of children -- and said, in response to a question
adults of all ages — would seem regarding how much news he
to debunk any thought they had was going to produce, "There
been pressed into service as seemed to be on my last trip
captive rooters for this man laround the world last sumfrom distant America. The fact mer) an attitude on the part of
of the matter is that they were some of the press that acoffered time off to greet companied us that my function
Agnew, just as they had been there should have been to
for the late President Charles create what would have been
de Gaulle of France, former interesting and colorful news in
Presidents Lyndon B Johnson the Untted States. I don't
and
the
late
Dwight believe that's my purpose. I
no
Eisenhower, even President have
intention
of
Josip Broz Tito of Yugoalavia. deliberately seeking to provide
Just as :American children are news to enhance my image in
let out of school when U. S. America "
That is plain talk and it is the
presidents are corning through
in a motorcade or speaking at kind of talk that gets under the
convenient places during skin of heapiline-hunting
campaigns
reporters watt editors to
Insofar as Agnew's treat- match However, I never heard
ment of the press is concerned, Agnew duck a question except
I will long recall one night in when the issue was a matter of
Ankara, Turkey, after one of nabona I defense secrecy. I'll go
many long days I Agnew got sit with ham any time, but hope
hours' sleep in three nights there won't be another 2,500th
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service

By GREG CONNOLLEY
Copley News Service

The people of this community are
to be commended for the
tremendous support they have
given the Murray Schools during
a very difficult period—school
reorganization, inaugurating a
new transportation system, an
expanded school lunch program
and an
emergency double
session school day for the Murray
Middle School and Murray High
School.
I have never witnessed such
cooperation by our student body,
parents, school staff, civic clubs
Our
and the news media.
students worked unusual hours
with academic and extra class
activities, they helped carry out a
moving feat that many thought to
be impossible and they are now
making a terrific adjustment to
their new school environment.
You parents are the greatest to
give us solid support during this
time. The school staff has gone
beyond the call of duty by
working long hours under
crowded conditions and the news
media has responded to our many
calls for effective communicalion
with our community. ‘,Z.
Let me assure you that your
efforts are not only greatly appreciated but with your support
and continued cooperation, a
vastly improved educational
program for our young people
will emerge.
You make this a wonderful
community to work in—thanks
again for every consideration.
Sincerely,

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
Is the Integrity of its Newsnaper

The semi annual alalDriar:r Comely Beef Show and Sale held
Novembe- ax c f
Mirrai Lriesnick Yards was a success.
Camp 4-E am TT membes add 36,22M pounds of beef for
offiraius saic
Joe hogam. sar at at- and Mrs Raiford Rogers, has
4e-.711sC in l'e-.Franca. tor his overseas tour of duty,
Mile".Ems siud time sbe registered G. H. Pitosian to vote
Firm= says he has missed voting only twice in
Me Das *E vears' from the coeumn. -Seen & Heard Around
tfur-rey'
Tumors trete Gladrys Scott's, Littleton's, Lerman's, BelkLame s Chneiresi's Shop,and Jeffreys were modeled at the
ternior snow beiti by the Delta Department of the Murray
•

Ponies and bears
stir controversy

Mr. James C Williams
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Superintendent
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anniversary party soon hosted
by the shah of Iran, or any
other shah. That lavish soiree
on the desert of ancient Persepolis was too much to bear.
But, don't blame Agnew.

of

OTTAWA — Wild ponies and
polar bears are in the thick of
nationwide controversy in
Canada as naturalists battle to
gain prior consideration for the
animal world.
The plight of the ponies stems
from the discovery of oil on
Sable Island, 90 miles off the
coast of Nova Scotia. The island has long been home to the
ponies which originated from
animals which survived ship
sinkings off the coast.
The situation of the polar
bears is less noble. These huge
animals are malting a nuisance
of themselves at Churchill,
Manitoba, on Hudson's Bay
where they have taken to
haunting the town garbage
dump. Townsfolk want to shoot
some of the bears but conservationists are determined to
save them.
Sable Island is a low-lying
piece of land with scrub grass
which provides a minimum of
food for the ponies. A few
federal officials are stationed
,on the island but it is virtually
uninhabited except for the wild
horses.
At various times consideration has been given to
transferring the ponies to some
other locale but the cost was
thought to be prohibitive.
The ponies, because of their
poor diet, are inferior physical
specimens and horse fanciers
say schemes to capture the
animals and sell them as
children's pets aro not practicable
On several occasions, attempts have been made to
improve the breeding by introducing stallions on the
island. Unhappily, the ponies
would have nothing to do with
these newcomers and even
attacked the stallions.
Despite their rather rundown appearance, the Sable
Island ponies are nonetheless a
matter of interest and pride to
Canadians as former Prime
Minister John Diefenbaker
discovered to his chagrin.
About a decade ago, severe
weather conditions greatly
reduced the natural food supply
of the ponies and it was feared
the species would die out.

City

Dear Sir

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 9, the
313th day of 1971.
The moon is in its last
quarter.
The morning star is Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Scorpio.
American actress Marie
Dressler was born Nov. 9, 1873.
On this day in history:
In 1872 fire broke out in a
Boston warehouse. By the next
day 800 buildings had been
destroyed with damage estimated at $75 million.
In 1933 President Franklin D.
Roosevelt set up the Civil
Works Administration to provide jobs for the unemployed.
In 1953 the Supreme Court
ruled that major league baseball did not come within the
scope of the federal anti-trust
laws.
A thought for today: American writer 0. Henry said,
"What a woman wants is what
you're out of. She wants more
of a thing when it is scarce."

In your "Letters to the Editor"
Section on November 5, 1971, was
a letter from Ann Swann concerning the Jaycee "Get Out and
Vote" project.
In reply to Ms. Swarm's comments we would like to say that
the Jaycees have no intention of
turning our polling booths into a
lottery.
Vie 'feel that voting is a
responsibility to all adults and
not just the ones of a certain race,
religion, or educational level
Neither do we fetokthat voting is
only the responsibility of people
who have a certain awareness of
the issues or candidates. The
right of all adults to vote, if not
practiced, could become weaker
and weaker to the point of being
lost. We are sure Ms. Swann
would not want that to happen.
Our intent in this project, as in
our "Voter
Registration"
project, was to get people more
active in our government and
through this they become more
aware of the issues and the
candidates."
We feel that there were very
few people who went to the polls
just to have a chance at the
$25.00. We hope that, because of
our project, many people
remembered their right and
obligation to self-representation.

Neither the federal nor the
Nova Scotia governments
seemed willing to do anything
and stories appeared that the
gallant little ponies faced
starvation.
Diefenbaker was deluged by
mail and telegrams demanding
action to save the ponies. There
were angry debates in
Parliament about the cruel
indifference of the government.
Astonished by this reaction,
Diefenbaker ordered aircraft
to fly over the island and dump
hay for the ponies. The animals
were saved, although observers said they didn't seem to
enjoy the hay nearly as much
as their normal scrubby ishual
pasture.

Sincerely,
Paul Fleming
President
Murray -Calloway Co.
NEW YORK (UPI)—Most Jaycees
stocks appear unlikely to rally
taaw *
t te * er * ** *
significantly over the next two
•
or three months, says TPO Inc.
A fairly good number could be * //
.
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JACKSON TO RUN?
WASHINGTON , UPI „--Sen.
Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash.,
admitting he is leaning heavily
toward announcing his candidacy for the Democratic presiders
tial nomination, says he will
make his decision in two or
three weeks.
Jackson also indicated he
would enter the New Hampshire primary, even though Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine, is
regarded as a front-runner
there.
Jackson made the conunents
Sunday on CBS-TV's "Face the
Nation."
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Optimism about the market
is higher in the West than in
the East at the moment,
"almost increasing in direct
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Everyone Wants

NEW YORK (UPI) - The
Black American Baptist Churchmen, in cooperation with the
American Baptist Foreign Mission Society, are planning a
three-day consultation on African affairs starting Nov. 28 in
New York.
The consultation, at the
United Nations, will review review recent political, economic,
religious happenings in Africa,
in order to analyze the involvements of misaion boards there,
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The market rarely goes
straight down and then straight
up again, observes E. F.
Hutton. Currently the market
seems to be testing reaction
lows and forming a base for a
sustainable advance later on

But now the ponies fact a
new threat with the discovery
of oil on the island and the
prospect that their environment will be severely
damaged or destroyed.
Conservationists are already
declaring the oil discovery is a
disaster from the ecological
point of view. Not so Premier
Gerald Regan of Nova Scotia
who looks to oil revenue to aid
Pus hard-pressed province.
Meantime, in the Canadian
northland, Brian Davis, who
became known internationally
through opposing the killing of
baby seals in the St. Lawrence,
is now trying to save polar
bears.
The bears have found a soft
touch in the Churchill garbage
dump where they root around
for discarded foodstuffs. The
animals have been getting
bolder, too, and occasionally
make a foray right into the
town
Residents
understandably
are uneasy about these huge
bears wandering about so
boldly and they have been
talking about killing a number
of the white furry beasts,
hoping to scare off the
remainder
Davies is appalled at the
thought of this slaughter and
has been working on a scheme
to capture the bears by using
tranquilizers and then moving
them by aircraft several
hundred miles away from
Churchill.
It looks like exciting times
ahead for the polar bears and
the Sable Island ponies.
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Wall Street
Chatter

ELLIOT GOULD In
•
Nowadays, markets are tend- •
ing to run deeper and more Inginar Bergman
'
s
liquid at the middle of market •
swings and swifter and shallower at perimeters, says Dean
R
Witter This tendency is magni- •
fying the "get in" and "get
rt T • m • rr •
out" problems of institutions
volatility
market's
is
the
while
scaring off the individual
investor.
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Women's Society Of
Russell's Chapel
Has Regular Meet

e Davis

Sale of 141 Hazard()us Toys for Children Tea Shower rs Held
Banned By Food and Drug Administration For Miss Wagar At
Tuesday, November 9
Homemakers Club will meet at By PATRICIA Mc CORMACK Where to write when you want
Community Room
Bazaar by the Creative Arts the home of Mrs. Paul Maggard NEW YORK (UPI)—During to complain.
"sistutt;
re;
ectiaiettiax

-

1153111

The Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church was the scene Department of the Murray at ten a.m.
the
past 10 months the Food In the newsletter just out she
Miss Rebecca Wager, brideof the October meeting of the Woman's Club will be at LitAdministration also reminds that Jan. 17 is the elect of Randy Cunningham, was
and
Drug
Women's Society of Christian tleton's, North side of court The Pottertown Homemakers (FDA) banned the sale of 141 deadline
for filing written honored with a tea shower held on
Service of the church.
square, from nine'rem. to five
Club will meet at the home of toys considered hazardous for comments or requesting oppor- Sunday afternoon, October 24, in
Mrs. Rosezella Outland, p.m.
Mrs, Bobby Cook at ten a.m.
children.
tunity to tearify on the Federal the Community Room of the
president, presided at the
Subsequently, many toys Trade Commission's proposed Murray Federal Savings and
meeting. The spiritual leader,
Insight Lecture by Dr. Harold The
New
Concord were redesigned to make them trade regulation rule to protect Loan.
Mrs. Mellie Hopson, presented a Taylor will be at the University Homemakers Club will meet at safe. In cases where this has
The tea table was covered with
consumers by requiring full
beautiful spiritual table setting School Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. the home of Mrs. Charlie Stub- not happened, production of the refunds to persons placing mail a white cloth with gold wedding
with
"Picture of
Jesus
blefield at one p.m.
offensive toys has stopped. An orders if their pre-paid merch- bells on it. An arrangement of
Representing Our Savior; a bird
Junior Recital of Bob Finch,
inventory of the toys that got andise is not shipped within 21 dried fall flowers was the cenrepresenting human souls; tuba, will be held in the Recital The Arts and Crafts Club will on the nix list runs from balls days.
terpiece. Refreshments of cake,
lighted candle representing the Hall, Fine Arts Annex, MSU, at meet at the Southside
and dolls to rattles and bells. Delays in shipping apparently punch, mints, and nuts were
light of the world seeing good in 8:30 p.m.
By Abigail Van Buren
Restaurant at 2:30 p.m. with Mrs. As a special service to have been a great source of served by Mrs. Larry Cuneach one. Her theme was "I
Burie Cooper as hostess.
consumers, the complete list is complaints from those who buy ningham and Mrs. Pat Scott.
DEAR ABBY: My sister is attractive, intelligent, has a
Know Something Good About
The Senior Citizens Luncheon
printed in Consumer News, the through the mail.
The gift tables were covered
good
teaching job, but she's tired of the single life She
You".
Homemakers
The
Pottertown
will be held at the
Uncle
published
by
newsletter
Memorial
If you've had a yen to testify with cloths identical to that used
would like to find a good guy, get married and raise a
Mrs. Lora Wilkinson, program Baptist Church at eleven a.m.
ub will meet at the home of Sam's Office of Consumer before a federal body once in on the tea table. The register was
family.
chairman, selected as her topic,
. O.B. Cook, Murray Route Affairs (OCA) twice a month in your lifetime, if you've got a placed at one end of the gift table
She's dated a lot since college, but still believes that sex
"New Cooperation For World
,at ten a.m. for the lesson on Washington.
view or a gripe, file your on which was a white bride's
Group II of the First Christian
is
for
married couples, and she's fed up with guys who
Development". Those taking
"Fondue Cookery".
The newsletter is available request to testify by the book, gift of the bride-elect's
expect her to hop in the hay after the second date And
part in the program were Mrs. Church CWF will meet at the The bazaar by the Creative for $1 a year, payable to the deadline —Jan. 17.
gold
candle
and
a
grandparents,
home of Mrs. Annie Bailey at two
she's also fed up with people asking her, "How come a nice
Daisy Wickoff, Mrs. Carrie
surrounded by a white wreath of
Arts Department of the Murray Superintendent of Documents,
girl like you isn't married?"
Hicks, Mrs. Ethel Walker, Mrs. p.m.
Miss Vickie
wedding bells.
Woman's Club will continue at U.S. Government Printing OfShe loved one guy, but finally gave up because after
Susan Adams, and Mrs: Toni
Washington,
D.C.
fice,
the
Cunningham,
sister
of
Omicron Alpha chapter of Tau Littleton's in downtown Murray
three years, he couldn't decide whether he was ready for
Hopson.
issues
been
nine
There
have
register.
groom*lect, kept the
marriage or not.
Phi Lambda will have a bowling from nine a.m. to five p.m.
During,the business session
so far and each lives up to OCA
In the receiving line were
Now there's someone else, but he's also playing it real
party at seven p.m.
Thursday,
November
11
each member was asked to make
Director Virginia H. Knauer's
Miss Wager, her mother, Mrs.
cool.
I've told my sister that if a guy really loves her it
A special program of religious pledge to pack each with really
a twelve inch square to bring to
Robert Jack Wager, her mothershouldn't take him a year and a half to know it, and she
The Progressive Homemakers music will be presented at the
the next meeting which will later
helpful information.
in-law to be, Mrs. W. A. Cunshould tell him to either "shape up or ship out, as time's
Club will meet at the University First Presbyterian Church at
be made into a quilt by Mrs.
What is helpful about the toy Mrs. Charles
Burkeen, ningham, and her grandmother,
a'wastin'."
Campus Ministry with Mrs. 8:15 p.m. with Elizabeth
Mellie Hopson.
list i It includes reasons the president, presided at the Mrs. John Barnreuther.
BUCKEYE BROTHER
Do you agree, Abby?
Franklin Robinson at seven p.m. Newnam, Richard Stevens, and
Delicious refreshments were
considered
were
playthings
planning meeting of the Baptist
Miss Wager was attired in a
necessarily.
If you want to help
Clark
as
soloists.
BROTHER:
Not
Larrie
DEAR
served by Mrs. Daisy Wickoff
dangerous. Such information is Women of the Elm Grove Baptist blue gray knit dress embroidered
Westside Homemakers
your sister, quit second-guessing the men in her Life, and
and Mrs. Lora Wilkinson. Other The
useful as Christmas toy shop- Church held on Monday, in navy. Her corsage of white
Introduce her to some new prospects.
The Cumberland Presbyterian ping time nears and Santa's November 1, at seven-thirty baby chrysanthemums, a gift of
members present were Mrs. Club will meet at the home of
Ruby Harris, Mrs. Susan Adams, Mrs. Charles Coleman at 12:30 Women of the North Pleasant helpers want to evaluate the o'clock in the evening at the the hostesses, Mrs. David Hill
DEAR ABBY: My husband is in the service and we are
Grove Church will have a potluck safety of toys for under the church.
Mrs. Rosezella Outland, Mrs. p.m.
and Mrs. Edward Russell.
stationed in Texas.
supper at the church at six p.m. tree.
Toni Hopson, Mrs. Mellie HopThe
call
to
prayer
was
led
by
friends
Approximately
fifty
The
New
Providence
Yesterday we received a letter from my mother in Law
son, Mrs. Ethel Walker, and Mrs.
One of the nicest things about Mrs. Earl Lee. The group voted attended or sent gifts.
saying that her daughter, Terry, who has been engaged for
The Stumyside Homemakers Mrs. Knauer's Consumer News to have as its project for
Carrie Hicks
Mrs. Arnbie Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. James Puckett Club will meet at the home of
some time has decided on a December wedding.
Willoughby was a visitor.
reports: Each issue tells you December to make something for
She also said that Terry had tried on MY wedding
Mrs. Wayne Garrison at 10:30
The next meeting will be held at one p.m,
the patients at the liVestview
dress, which my mother in law had been keeping for me
a.m.
on Wednesday, November 17, at
Nursing
Home.
The dress fit Terry perfectly, and she would like to wear it!
1:30 p.m. at the church. Mem- The Baptist Young Women of
Announcement was made of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Thursday, November 11
Abby, in the first place, what right did Terry have to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Gillum
of
bers note change in date.
the Senior Citizens luncheon to be
will meet at the home of Mrs.
trY on my dress? Besides, I always thought a wedding
Oaks Trailer Court,
Shady
held on Friday, November 19, at
dress should be kept for a daughter when she gets older, if
Jerry Boyd at seven p.m.
The Baptist Women of the Elm
eleven
a.m. at the church. All Murray,are the parents of a baby
she wants to wear it.
Ventilate
will
meet
Baptist
Church
Grove
girl, Terri Renee, weighing nine
When---yett-- store--Ireeh
I've been married only one year and the same people
The Paris Road Homemakers In the home of Mrs. Wilbur The Current Missions Group of persons, including members and pounds eight ounces, born on
fruits remember that the
who came to my wedding will be coming to Terry's.
Club will meet at the home of Weston at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. the Baptist Women of the non members of the church, over Wednesday, November 3, at 9:17
temperature and humidity
I don't want any hurt feelings, but I am against it.
Mrs. Pat Tho:npson at one p.m. Walton Fullterson in charge of Memorial Baptist Church held its sixty-five years of age, are in- p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
are very important Poke a
vited to attend the potluck lunMARRIED A YEAR
What do you think?
at
the
church
on
regular
meeting
the
program.
County
Hospital.
few small holes in a plastic
cheon.
26,
at
two
Tuesday,
October
dress
can be worn many
DEAR MARRIED: A wedding
bag to provide ventilation
The book study was planned for They have another daugher,
Morning Circles of the First
attending
Terry's
wedding do recogtimes.
So
what
if
those
The
and to let out some of the
Welcome
Wagon o'clock in the afternoon.
United Methodist Church WSCS Newcomers Club will meet at the Mrs. Opal Reeves conducted Tuesday, November 23, at ten Traci Ann, age twenty months.
nize it as yours?
moisture which accumua.m.
at
the
church
with
a
potluck
The father is the local County
will meet as follows:
Alice First Christian Church, North 5th the business session and asked
lates.
I think you don't care much for Terry, and, therefore, e
luncheon at noon. The week of Agent in Youth.
Waters with Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Street, at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. each one to repeat her favorite
don't want her to wear your dress, which is your right. Bat
prayer for foreign missions will Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
1326 Main, Bessie Tucker with Ruth Eversmeyer giving the Bible verse. Plans were made to
I also think your selfishness is showing.
be held at the church November W.L. Gillum of Grand Rivers and
When washing fiber glass Mrs. Frank
send
a
box
to
the
children
of
Kane, 1617 program
on
"Christmas
21)
to
December
3.
in
a
draperies do so by hand
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Schuler of
Vietnam.
Keeneland,and Maryleono grost
DEAR ABBY: When my daughter was married recenttub or sink by themselves. Rinse with Mrs. Dwight Chrisp, 1001 Decorations". Club members The scripture reading from The closing prayer was led by Louisville. Great grandparents
ly, I remembered your words of wisdom about Saturday
must
buy
tickets
for
themselves
Mrs.
George
Cossey.
Also
the receptacle after each wash- Fairlane, all at 9:30 a.m.
Mrs.
Georgia
Westmoreland
are
afternoon weddings in churches where janitors were not
and their guests for the Christ- Luke 12:13-21 and prayer were by present were Mrs. Alfred Keel,
ing. Mild soap and warm water
of Culleoka, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Virginia Peters.
able to clean up the rice and confetti before Sunday mornmas
dance
on
December
10
at
the
necessary
Mrs.
is
Albert
Crider,
and
Mrs.
is all that
J.J. Schuler and Mrs. Elizabeth
Groups of the Baptist Women of Calloway County Country Club by Mrs. Margaret Taylor was the
ing services. So, per your suggestion, I provided the guests
Walton Fulkerson.
Pontrich, all of Louisville.
with large packages of birdseed to throw at the newlyweds
First Baptist Church will meet as this date,as tickets *ill go on sale leader for the Royal Service
as they left the church.
follows: I with .Mrs. Graves to the public after November 11. program on the subject,
My daughter and her husband drove to Canada for their
Hendon at 930 a.m.; II with Mrs.
"Preparation For Service".
honeymoon. They entered the country without incident.
R. W. Churchill at ten a.m.; and
Doris Elaine is the name
The Murray State University Others taking part were Mrs.
However, when they were coming back thru customs, the
III with Mrs. Edgar Pride at two Couples Bridge Group will meet Elizabeth James, Mrs. Florence
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
officer on duty noticed the birdseed on the floor of their car,
p.m.
Foster,
Mrs.
Griffin,
Keel
of
Murray
Route
Three
for
Mrs.
Mae
in Rooms Three and Four of the
and thinking it was marijuana, he made them remove everytheir baby girl, weighing six
Student Union Building at 7:30 Willie Garland, and Mrs. Verna
thing from the car, and he searched them and their lugThe Murray State University p.m. No reservations are Mae Stubblefield. Also present
pounds 5'
,2 ounces, born on
gage thoroly. Meanwhile, the honeymooners were delayed
Dames Club will meet at seven necessary.
were Mrs. Lottie Gibson and Mrs. The regular meeting of the Friday, November 5, at 6:40 a.m.
until the birdseed could be positively identified as birdseed.
p.m. at Thurman's Furniture
at
the
Murray-Calloway
County
Ftudene Nanny.
newly formed Chapter of Beta
Needless to say, the bride and groom were scared to
Store, 208 East Main Street.
Hospital.
Friday, November 12
Sigma Phi, Xi Alpha Gamma,
death, detained and inconvenienced. Something to tell their
father
is
employed
by
Cain
The
The
North
Murray
was held on November 4, at the
grandchildren, maybe, but a harrowing experience at the
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Homemakers Club will meet at
and Treas Motor Sales
home of Mrs Ray Sims,
time.
Order of the Eastern Star will the home of Mrs. Charlie
Grandparents are Mrs. Ethel
President.
So, perhaps rice is better than birdseed if international
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 Crawford at 1:30 p.m.
Keel
of
Hazel
Route
One
and
Mr.
boundaries are involved.
T. E. IN WENATCHEE
The meeting was called to
p.m.
of
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Salentine
order with the opening ritual
A shower for Mr. and Mrs.
tip.
And a 21-gun salute
Thanki
for
the
E.:
DAR
T.
WRITTEN BY
Murray Route Three. Great
being recited. Following the roll
for the officer on duty for taking no chances.
JO CRASS
The Murray Quota Club will Charles Colson whose home was Mrs. Macon Rickman was the
Mr. and Mrs.
grandparents
are
call, minutes, and treasurer's
Racking your brain as to
meet at the Southside Restaurant destroyed by fire on November 5 program leader at the meeting of
Audie Salentine and Mr. and
What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get it off
report, ways and means
will
be
held
at
the
l)exter
Comgive
that
college
what to
at 12 noon
Higgins, all of
of the Flint Chairman, Mrs. Fred Gardner, Mrs. Tennie
the
Women
Baptist
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal.
munity
Center
at
seven
p.m.
girl?...Brushed nylon prints
Baptist Church held in ob- reported that plans had been Murray Route Three.
NM. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
in a long gown will guarantee
servance
of the Woman's Day of finalized for the Chapter to make
envelope.
Saturday, November 13
Wednesday, November 10
easier nights of studying.
Prayer on Monday, November 1, pictures of Santa Claus and
The Immanuel Lutheran at seven o'clock in the evening at
children at Sears on November 18
Phont 733 1917 or 753.4947
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
The Acteens from Mayfield and Church will have its first bazaar the church.
take
Women's
Lib,
and 19.
Calvert City will be guests at the at the church, 15th and Main
notice...Braless days are
The program concerned "A Service
projects
were
Mrs. Glenn Card of Murray has
Memorial Baptist Church for a Streets, starting at nine a.m. Hot Prayer With Emphasis On
things of the past...Honestly,
discussed by chairman, Mrs. been dismissed from Lourdes
special mission program by Miss coffee and goodies will be served. Baptist Women Around The
now, how do you expect your
Wallace Ford, for Christmas and Hospital, Paducah, where she
The public is invited.
Nancy Sledd at 6:30 p.m.
ivilized clothes to look civil
World."
the coming year.
underwent surgery.
,A hen you're uncivil under it
Others taking part in the
Evening Circles of the WSCS of Alpha Phi Omega fraternity program were Mrs. Willie Social chairman, Mrs. John
all^
Hina, reported that a pot luck
the First United Methodist and the Boy Scouts will have its Johnson, Mrs. Pearl Short, Mrs.
supper for members and their
as
follows:
will
meet
annual
charity
(7hurch
drive
for
clothes,
Pants accompanied by
Odell Colson, Mrs. Tilghman husbands had been planned for
Hannah with Mrs. William small appliances, and toys to be Barrow, Mrs. Billy Miller, Mrs.
tunics.. which come in colors
November 20.
Maddox,. 1005 Irene Terrace, distributed in Eastern Kentucky. Martin Bailey, Jr., Mrs. James
as gay as the season...are
Thank you letters were read
Enix,
Mrs.
Z.
C.
Members
will
Wilson
with
canvass
the
town
Ruth
very
best
being seen at the
D. Miller, Mrs. Jimmy Rickman, from the Executive Director of
Kingswood Drive, and Wesleyan from ten a.m. to four p.m. If Mrs. Jean Turner, Mrs. John
places.. and add to the enthe Arthritis Foundation as well
with Dr. Alice Koenecke, 1701 items not picked up, cal1.753-6308. Imes, and Mrs. Joe D. Hopkins.
joyment of holiday partying.
as from Mrs. Fred Gardner and
Hamilton, all at 7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Gerry Requarth, local
Never..but never...let the
Sunday, November 14
co-chairmen. Memcampaign
Murray Open Duplicate Bridge
appearance of a dress on a
bers of Xi Alpha Gamma conHall
at
Gleason
will
meet
at
Club
which
factor
be
the
grandhanger
The children and
ducted the business collection in
seven p.m.
decides a purchase.. Dresses
children of Mr. and Mrs. S. I.
the local Arthritis Fund Raising
or ANY clothing for that
Futrell will honor them with an
drive and their help and
Bridge will be played at the operi house in celebration of their
matter made beautifel by
cooperation was greatly apOaks Country Club at nine am. 50th wedding anniversary from
iibtle cut are so-o-o
preciated.
Another
delightful
courtesy
For reservations call Marie two to four p.m. at their home on
ieceptive.
extended to Miss Angela Hum- Mrs. Ray Sims was in charge of
Weaver by Tuesday.
Murray Route Four. All friends phreys, bride-elect of Don Nanny, the program -The Art of Dress".
Remember, fachion is
and relatives are invited to at- was the informal bridal shower Mrs. Sims showed pictures of the
Sign Up For
Ladies day luncheon will be tend.
our best SOCIAL security
many different styles of clothes
held
on
at
Friday,
22,
October
served at the Calloway County
QUADPHONIC 8-TRACK CAR STEREO to be Given Away
seven o'clock in the evening at and spoke of the typal; of clothes
Country Club at noon. Hostesses Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Walston
the home of Mrs. John Nanny, to wear that would be acceptable
just
has
Littletons
Knight,
A.W.
are Mesdames Sam
will have an open house in Mayfield Road.
at various places. The subject
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15th'
received a new Collection I.f
Russell, Charles Sexton, J.H. celebration of their golden
was concluded with the group
brushed nylon robes and
Shackelford, Ken Goode, Tom wedding anniversary from two to The gracious hostesses for the liscussing colors and styles
culottes. Lovely colors and
TAPE HUT
Brown, Maurice Ryan, Jack five p.m. at their home on family occasion were Mrs, becoming to them as individuals.
exciting styles ready for the
Ward, Jack Kennedy, Don Murray Route Two. All friends Clifton Cochran, Mrs. Lester The meeting was adjourned
Christmas season. Shop the
This Coupon Is Worth
Nanny, Mrs. Earl Nanny, Mrs.
Robinson, and Miss Louise and relatives are invited.
with members repeating the
Happy Yellow Store for all
Joe
Meadow,
and
Mrs.
John
will
be
Bridge
hostesses
Lamb.
closing ritual and joining hands
your Xmas giving.
Nanny.
Mrs. James Ransom and Mrs.
for the Mizpah.
For the event the honoree wore
Hunt Smock.
New members welcomed into
a hot pant outfit and was
the Happy Yellow Store
the Chapter were Mesdames:
ON ANY TAPE
presented a gift corsage.
The WSCS of the Mason's
William Williams, Charles
is open till 5:30 Mou.Sat —
The fifth grade class at Hazel
The honoree opened her many
Chapel United Methodist Church
Cbilcutt, Bruce Thomas, Frank
till 6.00 on Fri.
has elected
Elementary
School
(Limit: 4 to Customer)
lovely gifts which were displayed
will meet at the church at Seven
Robinson, Ray Story, Tony
its class officers for thecurrent on the
table overlaid with a
p.m.
Taylor, Jackie Jones, Joe Ginn,
school year.
Offer Good Nov. thru Nov. i
winter wheat cloth.
Mike
Morgan, ' Tommy
Roger Wilson was named
The South Pleasant Grove president, Conde Stubblefield, Refreshments were served by C-arraway, and Richard Ford.
When you've bought 10 Tapes, THE 11th ONE IS FREE!
Homemakers Club will meet at vice-president, Debbie Miller, the hostesses. Special guests for Also attending were Mesdames:
HAPPY Yrt-LOW
the home of Mrs. Gerald Paschall secretary, Nancy Murdock, the evening were the honoree's Larry Contri, John Emerson,
So save your receipts!
STORE
at one p.m.
South 12th
Phone 753-974
treasurer, and Sandra Hutson, mother, Mrs. W.T. Humphreys, Wallace Ford, Fred Gardner,
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
Miss Kathy John Hine, John Paullt, Gerry
reporter. Mrs Louise Outland Is and her sister,
(between Jerry's & Liberty)
The
Sou th
Murray the class teacher
Humphreys, of Rurnsey
Requarth. and Ray Sims.
weweiametammatasmws ,

1:Deait.

Don't second guess
sister's love life

Planning Meet Is
Held By Baptist
Women, Elm Grove

FBIRT.HSj

'Current Missions
,Group Meets At
1 Memorial Church

fruit

XI Alpha Gamma
Chapter Has Meet
At The Sims' Home

Fashion
Notes

Mrs. Rickman Is
Program Leader At
Flint BW Meeting

A NA.400.44\

6~44 avid

ngela Humphreys
onored At Shower
At Nanny Home

GRAND

Hazel Fifth Grade
Elects Officers
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Faxon Picks UpT Colts Overcome Problems
Win Over Almo To Down
Rams Last

Lakers Set For
Season Opener
Friday Night

Night

By MIKE BRANDON

BALTIMORE (UPI) -The from the Cult 19. E1niendi,1:
Faxon moved into a third place Baltimore Colts parlayed back- said he had touched the ball
tie with Hazel in the county grade to-back roughing the kicker first, thereby making his action
school standings by dumping penalties, a piece of plaster and legal, but the referee saw it
Almo Friday night 70-34.
a garbage can runner, subbing differently and returned possesFaxon jumped to a 14 point lead for a sick and injured running sion of the ball to the Colts.
at the end of the first stanza and star, into a 24-17 victory over
Baltimore advanced to midstretched the margin to 24 points the Los Angeles Rams Monday field before their drive was
at the end of the first half.
night.
halted and Lee came on to punt
The win leaves Faxon with four
Played beneath a lurid, red again. Elmendorf clearly ran
victories against three setbacks half moon in the cold of into Lee after he got his
punt
By David Hill
Johnnie Stockdale played some for the
while Alma remains winless in Memorial Stadium, the bizarre off and the Colts again
retained
Lakers last season, mainly on relief.
seven tries.
became the commonplace in possession, this time driving
Calloway County High School opens its
Stockdale 5'9t4", and weighs 144 pounds.
critical
games for each team. downfield for Matte's first
basketball season Friday night, November
Brittain
led
the
senior
other
winners with 18
Stockdale is the
member of
points while Rudolph and Storey The Colts turned around the score.
12th, and coach Jerry Conley has good
the squad.
Roman
Gabriel
almost
reason to be optimistic.
James Wells mans the post position for i?» chipped in with 15 and 14 evenly fought contest early in
fourth
quarter
the
with
a
capped
big
the evening's weird
"We
respectively.
have
nine
or
the
ten
Duncan
boys
on
6'51
the
Wells
,4
Lakers.
varsity
led Almo
freshman,
is a
ALL-WEST KENTUCKY CONFERENCE
hand from middle linebacker events ehen he hit Matt
with about the same abilities," Coach
with 10 points.
weighing in at 180 pounds.
OFFENSE
Conley said. The Lakers have more depth
Faxon used a fourth quarter Mike Curtis, a hand enlarged to Maslowski for a 38-yard touchBack-up forwards will be Greg Howard
wt. Class
Ht
Poe -Ptayer-School
rally in the preliminary game to twice its normal size by a down to bring the Rams to
than usual this year, with two first rate
and Randy Shelton. Howard is a 6'1-, 171
Jr.
5-11
155
E-Fred Gray, Caldwell Cs
upend the Alm() junior varsity 35- plaster cast protecting a broken within seven, 24-17, but the
players at nearly every position.
pound soptunore who is showing a lot of
Sr.
203
6-1
E-Larry Deweese, Franklin-Simpson
Colts' Tom Curtis grabbed
30. Morris led the winners with 14 thumb.
One of the problems of last year's Laker
promise, according to Conley. Shelton
Sr.
205
6-0
Baltimore had just tied the L.A.'s onside kick to preserve
T-Jobn Lewis, Ficipkinsville
points while Stubblefield scored
squad was lack of depth, according to
measures 6'2" and is a 147 pound sophSr.
210
6-3
T-Collins Wilson, Mayfield
score at 10-10 with a Jim the Baltimore win.
12 for the losers.
Conley. If one of the starting five fouled
more.
215
Sr.
6-1
G-Karl Anderscm. Mayfield
O'Brien 32-yard field goal, when The victory kept the Colts
out,
the
team
was
in
trouble.
Rick
This
Scarbrough
put
will
a
lot
action
lot
see
of
a
Jr.
195
6-2
The tie for third place will be Curtis stuck his mummified only a half-game
G-Cbip Carpenter. Bowling Qom
behind Miami
pressure
of
on
the
starters,
at
most
of
them
will
guard
position,
as
West,
Tom
at
5-10
Jr.
187
C-Dennis Cabbage_ Rizssellyea.
broken tonight when Faxon thumb into Larry Smith's arm- in their battle in
the AFC East,
having to play the entire game, he added.
center, Conley reported. Scarbrough is a
173
QB-Joe Ford. Mayfield
travels to Hazel for a head to cradle of the ball. The ball while the Rams
fell to one and
The Lakers' first game is with Sedalia.
sophmore, 5'8')4" and 171 pounds. West is
Sr.
170
5-10
FR-B. F. Behresock. Reidland
head battle for the third position squirted straight back five a half games
behind the NFC
When
asked
to
speculate
a
on
the
meeting,
Sr.
sophmore
8-2
190
6'2',4",
also,
the heaviest
RB-Porter McCalszen. Murray High
in the standings.
yards into the arms of Ted West's pace-setting San FranCoach Conley reported that Sedalia had
Jr.
Laker at 205 pounds.
175
5-9
RIB-Shelby Grc.bbs. Trigg Co.
Faxon
17 21 15 17-7 Hendricks, who raced 31 yards cisco 49ers.
Just barely lost a preseason game to Lowes
The Lakers have five men over six feet
Almo
3 11 4 16-34 for the go-ahead touchdown.
DEFENSE
with three of Sedalia's starters unable to
tall, so it is evident that they won't be
Faxon ( 70) Rudolph 15, Brittain For Curtis, the play signified NICKLAUS WINS MATCH
190
6-2
Jr.
E-Ketth Tandy. Hopicinsville
play. "If we can win this first game, I
hurting for size. Coach Conley was
18, Burkeen 8, Kirk 4, Ross 7, some personal revenge on the
Sr.
190
6-3
E-Larry Palmer. Trtgg Co
SYDNEY, Australia 1UPI' think we'll be on our way," Conley added.
simultaneously cautions and enthusiastic
Jr.
L'O
.6-1
Houston 4, and Storey 14.
T-Rocky Barnett, Frankim-S.*mson
Rams. Soaking his thumb in the Jack Nicklaus won the 128,000
"Our
main
problem
is
going
lack
to
about
be
of
the
the
of
team.
youth
While he
Sr.
135
.5-10
T-Randy Raines. Mayftekl
experience," the Laker mentor comAlmo)34) Duncan 10, Scott 1, whirlpool bath after the game, Dunlop International Golf Tourindicated that the inexperience of the team
Sr.
234
64
G-Bob Rnstung, Bowling Green
seven
by
mented. There are only two seniors on the
would hamper performance, the fact that
Fike 4, Wells 8, Miller 8, and the Colt lirieback?r quipped, -lament Sunday
Jr.
190
5-11
G-Mike Clark. Resdland
"one of the Rams told Ray May ttrokes with a 14-und\r-Trar 274
Laker squad. The Lakers have none of
he would lose only two of the main rline
Gearheart 3.
Sr.
195
11-1
LB-Kraig Richardson, Bowling Green
they were looking past Miami ind immediately lef for the
their starters from last year back for this
Sr.
3-I• 170
players indicates two years of powerful
LB-Dwight Lovelace. Mayfidd
to last week when they lost to U.S. where he is scheduled to
season.
Sr.
170
HR-Randy Dorroh, Caldwell Co.
54
teams, in the future.
the Dolphins, the jerks."
NBA Standings
152
5-11
Sr.
Coach Conley indicated that the Lakers
.-ompete this week in the World
BB-Monty Cathey, Murray High
Last year's freshman squad from
The Colts scored What proved :',up Golf Matches at Palm
..........5-11
Sr.
162
By United Press International
will have more of a shooting attack this
P' S-Jimmy Fes., Bowling Green
Calloway lost only one game. This speaks
to be the winning touchdown Beach Gardens, Fla.
Sr.
165
Wicker-Eddie Hawkins, Caldwell Co. ..1.... 5-10
year, instead of having to rely heavily on
well of the soptunores on Calloway's
Eastern Conference
;with. 1:38 left in the game as Nicklaus earned 84,480 as he
Coach of the Year-Fleming Thornton, Hopkinsville
defense. He pointed out that there are
varsity. Coach Conley emphasized over
Atlantic Division
Tom -Matte dashed 23 yards zapped his four-round total with
several fine marksman on this year's
and over that there is very little difCLASS AA OFFENSE
W. L. Pct. GB through the middle on a play
Laker
a 70. He shot a brilliant second
team.
ference between the top nine players. This
Jr.
5-11
155
E-Fred Gray, Caldwell Co. •
Boston
9 2 .818 ... merely designed to run out the
round 62 that helped offset a
Calloway has played two preseason
'64
Sr.
203
E-Larry Deweese, Franklin-Simpson •
should enable the Lakers to win many
Philadelphia
I 3 .77/ 1 clod*
-scrimmage matches so far this year. They
third round 73. Bruce Crampton
'
- ---$41--2118----Sr: •
-T--John Lewis, Hopkinsville •
games by sheer numbers, wearing down
New York
6 1.485 4
It was Matte's second touch- of Australia and Peter OosterSr.
lost the first one to Lyon County, 82-72.
210
T-Collins Wilson, Mayfield
6-3
more shallow teams by substituting freshBuffalo
II
.311 1 down of the game.
64
215
Sr.
G-Karl Anderson, Mayfield
He ran four huis of Britain tied for second
They walloped Farmington 110-26 in the
men.
Central Division
Jr.
G-rhip Carpenter, Bowling Green
6-2
196
yards for the Colts' first at 281.
second.
Calloway has by no means an easy
W.
L.
Pet.
GB
5-2 •--- 156
Sr.
C-Steve Wade, Flopkinsville
touchdown. Matte was also the
The starting lineup has featured Johnnie
schedule. After opening with Sedalia, they
Baltimore
4 8 .333 .
Q13-Joe Ford, Mayfield
6-3 - 175
Sr.
Colts chief offensive threat
Stockdale and Mark Ferguson at the guard
open at home hosting Carlisle County,
Cincinnati
3 7 .300 ...
FE-Billy Joe Grooms, Caldwell Co..
64
200
Sr.
positions. David Wyatt and Jerry Duncan
picking up 97 yards in 19
always a powerful opponnent. South
Atlanta
3 9 .250 1
(Tie)-Kraig Richardson, Bowling Green - 64
Sr. ,
195
have started at forwards and James Wells
carries as fever and an ankle
Marshall
and
Hickman
County
host
the
Cleveland
HB-Randy Dorroh, Caldwell Co
3
9
.250 1
5-9
Sr.
170
has been the pivot man.
injury slowed Norm Bulaich,
Lakers' next two games, and Mayfield,
HB-Ronnie Catlett, Hopkinsville
Sr.
5-10
185
a.
Wyatt saw quite a bit of action on relief
Baltimore's leading rusher.
Western Conference
visits Calloway for the fifth.
CLASS AA DEFENSE
last year.
Dubbed a garbage can runner
Wyatt is a 510" senior,
Midwest Division
All things considered, the Laker fans of
E-Keith Tandy, Hopkinsville
Jr.
190
42
weighing in at 154 pounds. Jerry Duncan,
Calloway County have a lot to look forward
W. L. Pct. GB by former Lion Alex Karras
E-Greg Waldrop, Mayfield
Sr.
175
-5-10
the other forward, is a junior, 61", 168
and coming off kriee surgery,
Milwaukee
to, with lots of fast-paced action, and a
10 1 .909
T-Rodney Barnett, Franklin-Simpson
Jr.
6-1
220
pounds.
Chicago
7 4 .636 3 Matte was elated over his best
sharp-shooting offense that won't quit.
T-Bob Rushing. Bowling Green
110
235
Sr.
tt, Detroit
ANDOWattanataanatalanadatt-WseiAsseawAsesMIAMASSetaSekteasiassessiesssams
6 6 .500 4L2 performance of the season.
6-0
210
Jr.
: Me)-Tony White, Hopkinsville
"I outlasted Karras in this
Phoenix
5 6 .455 5
; 6-Randy Rains, Mayfield
1115's Sr.
5-10
league, so I guess he can call
Pacific Division
G-Donnie Graham, Christian County
,3-11 - 215
Sr.
.
i LB-Dwight Lovelace, Mayfield
W.'4... Pat. GB me anything he wants," Matte
5-10
Sr.
170
laughed.
: LB-David Combs, Bowling Green
Los fialgeles
9 3 .750
5-10
175
Sr.
Roach
The Colts' only offensive
Golden State 9 4 .692
1 H13-Randy Ditmore, Franklin-Simpson .... 5-11
170
Jr.
for
weapon against the stringent
Seattle
• HB-Phil Vidrine, Lone Oak
Sr.
160
8 4 .667 1
5-10
Ram defense in the first half
; (Tle)-Claude White, Hopkinsville
6-0
Jr.
155
Portland
2 7 .222
; S-Jimmy Feix, Bowling Green
5-11
162
Sr.
Houston
2 11 .154 71,12 was the roughing-the-kicker
: Kicker-Eddie Hawkins, Caldwell Co.
remaining two first-place votes ninth to 10th and Stanford,
5-10
165
Sr.
call.
By BILL MADDEN
Coach of the Year-Fleming Thornton, Hopkinsville
from the 35-member coaches which clinched a Rose Bowl
Monday's Results
Baltimore punter David Lee
UPI Sports Writer
INVINCIBLE DELUXE
and
retained
was knocked down by charging
their berth Saturday, completed the Boston 120 Cincinnati 109
NEW YORK (UPI)-Nebras- board
CLASS A OFFENSE
respective
(Only
scheduled
game
No.
3
)
and
Elmendorf
Dave
while
No.
punting
4
ka's
lead
after
is getting wider, but
top 10
advancing from No.
6-2
185
E-Keith Larkins, Trigg Co.
Sr.
Tuesday's Games
for either Auburn and Georgia, positions.
198
12.
E.-Adam Laming, Murray High
6-2
Sr.
the days among the top seven Auburn (No. 5) and Georgia Colorado retained its position Phoenix at Milwaukee
225
Sr.
T-James Myers, Fulton City
6-0
6-1
Sr.
195
T-Gary Lovan, Reidland
unbeaten teams in the United (No. 6 continued on their as the top team in the second Los Angeles at Chicago
; G-William Lee. Fulton City
6-0 • 225
Sr.
Press International Board of unbeaten ways last week but 10, and with Nebraska and Houston vs. Golden Gate at
5-10
205
G-Wayne West, Crittenden Co.
Sr.
Coaches ratings are numbered. this week one of the two Oklahoma out of the way, the Oakland, Calif.
Phone 753-1278
5-10
187
C-Dennis Cabbage, Russellville
Sr.
*
The top-ranked (9-0) Cornhus- Southeastern Conference pow- Buffs could get back in the first Portland at Buffalo
PRES( R1PTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
QB-Bruce Higbee, Trigg Co. •
6-2
Sr.
170
(Only game scheduled)
kers increased their lead over ers stands to lose ground in the 10 before the season is over.
We Hase It - We Will Get It -Or It Can't Be Rad
FR-B. F. Behrendt, Reidland
5-10
170
Sr.
rare
for
the national title as Tennessee improved three
No. 2 Oklahoma by picking up
HR-Porter McCuiston, Murray High
6-1
182
Sr
an additional six first-place they collide at Athens, Ga in places to No. 12 after a rare
HB-Selby Grubbs, Trigg Co.
175
5-9
Jr.
votes this week for a total of 30 the nation's key game.
show of offense, 35-6 over South
Penn State, awaiting th». Carolina. Unbeaten Toledo was
CLASS A DEFENSE
and 345 points.
E-Bob Statton, Russellville
6-2
180
Sr.
The Sooners, who had their Georgia-Auburn outcome thi- only able to move up one notch
E-Larry Palmer, Trigg Co.
6-3
190
Jr.
lowest point production of the weekend, held its No. 7 spot I despite rolling to its 32nd
T-Chris Clopton, Murray High
5-11
IRS
Sr.
season in beating Missouri 20-3, after trouncing Maryland 6,3-27'straight win. The Rockets now
T-Steve Scott, Ft. Campbell
6-5
230
Sr.
I got only three first-place nods for the seventh straight win own the second longest winning
G-James Tyler. Trigg Co.
5-9
170
Jr. 'as compared
to nine last week. Notre Dame moved up a notch streak in history.
G-Art Shernwell, Ft. Campbell
5-10
165
Jr.
Michigan and Alabama got the as Ohio State, last week's No. 8 Houston moved up from 16th
LB-Mike lash, Crittenden Co.
6-1
175
Jr.
club, fell victim to the week's to 14th and at No. 15 there was
LB-Mike Ryan, Murray High
6-1
190
Sr
top
upset, 17-10 to Michigan a tie among Texas, Southern
HB-Gary Winters, Crittenden Co
5-8
Sr
155
State and tumbled all the way California, North Carolina and
HR-Norris Radford, Trigg Co.
5-7
150
Sr
Please accept my sincere gratefulness for
to a tie for 19th. The Irish, Michigan State-all of which
S-William Todd, Russellville
6-1
170
Sr
the consideration
meanwhile, put on a rare burst got just two points.
Kicker-James Myers, Fulton
6-0
225
Sr
given to me during the recent General Election campaign. Serving
of offensive power and thrashed Joining Ohio State at No. 19
Coach of the Year, Joe Jaggers, Trigg Co.
as chairman
Pittsburgh, 56-7.
was Florida State, idle last
of
a
county
campaign
organization
was
a
new
NEW
YORK (UPI)-The
experience for me—and I
Arizona State moved up from weekend.
United Press International top
needed
lot
a
of
help.
20 major college football teams
with first place votes and wonYour support of Wendell Ford and Julian Carroll and the
lost records in parenthesis:
Ninth Week
entire Democratic slate is indeed humbly appreciated. I represent
Team
Points
each of
1.
Nebraska
30 ); 9-0
345
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (UPI)- SEC in rushing offense with an
the
many
fine
people
actively
involved
in
our effort in Calloway County when
307
The unbeaten Georgia Bulldogs, average of 327.6 yards per 2. Oklahoma )3)(8-0)
3. Michigan (1)(9-0)
279 For the fourth straight week, last week, Dave Ford of
game while Auburn led in
I
say
Thank
You.
237 the Murray State Racers have an Murray State was named
'already leading the Southeast- passing offense with 234.6 yard 4. Alabama 11)(84
5. Auburn 8-0)
197 OVC player of the week on their defensive player of the week for
era Conference in scoring and total offense with 397.
My hand is also extended to the opposition. I believe the
6. Georgia )9-0)
184 roster.
defense, vaulted into first place Georgia
his performance against Eastern
led
rushing
in
167 George Greenfield was named Kentucky. Ford, a 6-3, 260 pound
:in scoring offense with their 49- defense and total defense, 7. Penn State (60)
campaign here in Murray and Calloway County was a notable example of
80 offensive player of the week for senior, was credited with eight
win over Florida Saturday, having yielded an average of 86 8. Notre Dame (7-1)
46 his performance in the Racers' tackles and six assists as the
'according to statistics released yards per game on the ground 9. Ariz St (7-1)
hard but clean politics for which no apologies need
10 Stanford (I-1)
31 Homecoming game Saturday 'Breds ran over Eastern 17-7.
'today.
be offered in the
and 211.9 yard total. Vanderbilt
19 against Austin Pray. The 5-10, 190
Thc sixth-ranked Bulldogs, was the top defender with a 11. Colorado (7-2)
Defensive
player
of
the
week
12. Tennessee (6-2)
aftermath. I am proud for Democrats and Republicans
8 pounder from Owensboro, Ky.,
'averaging 33.8 points per game 95.4 average.
alike.
13 Toledo (9-0)7 14 Houston (6- gained 84 yards in 24 carries and named along with Greenfield for
iwhile holding opponents to 5.9
was
Greg
week
Gregory
this
caught
four
passes
)
for 43 yards
6
Ipoints, will get their sternest
My concern now is to work alongside all of you for one
Middle
Tennessee.
from
5. (Tie)nTexas (6-2 i
2 and one touchdown.
test of the season at Athens
Gregory, a 6-2, MO pound junior
NETS
SIGN
Three
weeks
(Tie)
WEBSTER
No.
Carolina
ago,
Rick
(7-2)
Fisher
2
.Saturday when they meet
common purpose—to do the things that will make our
Georgetown, Ky., came up
HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. (UPI) community a better
(Tie) Mich. St. (5-4)
2 started the ball rolling as he was from
'Auburn, also undefeated and
nine
tackles,
with
five
assists,
The
New
York Nets of the
(Tie) So. Calif. (6-4)
2 named offensive player of the
'the SEC's No. 2 scorer.
place to live for us and for those to come after us. I pledge myself to that
fumble recoveries, one for a
1 week in the OVC for his game two
' Auburn is scoring at a clip of American Basketball Associa- 9 (Tie) Fla. St. (6-2)
touchdown Saturday, as his team
announced
tion
against
the
(Te)
Middle
signing
Ohio
State
(6-2)
of
Tennessee
1
,!33.87 points per game while
task and solicit your continued cooperation.
Fisher set a school rushing upset Western Kentucky, 27-13.
(Alabama, the league's other Elnardo Webster. a former star
KNIGHTS VS. NEPTUNES
record of 214 yards in that game Dave Schaetzke of Morehead
)unbeaten team, is averaging forward with St Peters M.J.
HARTFORD, Conn. (UPI) - as the Racers upset Middle 24-15 continues to
College, Monday
be the total offense
133.3 points.
The championship game in the Second in the string of four was leader with an average
of 138.5
Webster averaged 25 points
I The Crimson Tide is second
Atlantic Coast Football League Frank Head, linebacker for the
Sincerely,
per game. Richard McGlothlin of
;in scoring defense with an per game before graduating in between the Hartford Knights
Racers. Head was named East Tennessee remains the
;average yield of 8.2 points, 1969 and played a year in Italy and the Norfolk Neptunes
will defensive player of the week in passing leader with an 11.3 yard
'followed by Tennessee with an before contracting tuberculosis be held at Dillon Stadium
in the OVC. Head took the honor for per completion average.
which
kept
him
out
of
. average of 10.5 and Auburn
action all Hartford
Saturday
Democratic Campaign Chairman
night his 15 tackles, Sag assists, one Murray's Rick Fisher is the
of last year He will begin November,
'with 11.4.
20, Casino Iacovat- interception and two knocked conference rushing leader with
Statistics released Monday workouts with the Nets on si, commissioner;of the ACFL
Carl M. Stout, Sr., Co-Chairman
down passes in Murray's 6-6 tie 107.5 per game and an average of
showed Alabama leading the Friday.
announced Monday
with East Tennessee.
Calloway County
4.7 per carry.
Porter McCuiston and Monty Cathey, both from Murray High
School, were named to the All-Western Kentucky Conference
team Sunday,at a meeting of the Conference coaches.
McCuiston, a 6-2, 180 pounds senior halfback was named to the
offensive unit in the overall WKC. Cathey,a 5-11, 152 pound senior
halfback, was named to the defensive unit.
Other Murray players named to the All-WKC Class A team were
Adam Lanrung, Chris Clopton and Mike Ryan l'AcCuiston was
also named to the Class A offensive team.
Laming is a 6-3. 198 pound senior end. He was named to the
offensive team along with McCuiston.
Clopton and Ryan were named to the Class A defensive team.
-Clopton Ls a 5-11 185 pound seniro tackle Ryan Ls a 6-1 190 pound
senior linebacker.
oOther players and the schools named to the WKC teams are as
follows:

1

4
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To The Citizens of Murray
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Grid Ratings

Georgia Now Leads
In Scoring Offense
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oblems
t Night
19 Elmendorf
touched the ball
making his action
e referee saw It
d returned posses
11 to the Colts.
:dvanced to mid
their drive was
e came On to punt
idorf clearly ran
t he got his punt
Its again retained
his time driving
,r Matte's first

HOLY BIBLES GIVEN AWAY IF

It

abriel
almost
evening's weird
he hit Matt
a 36-yard touchthe Rams to
, 24-17, but the
Curtis grabbed
kick to preserve
win.
kept the Colts
e behind Miami
in the AFC East,
fell to one and
behind the NFC
- tting

San

RRAI, KENTUCKY

Anyone Can

Here is a challenge for you to test your knowledge of the Bible, and to
make you more familiar with its text. You are invited to use your Bible
Enter .. for reference and research before sending in your entry each week.

On this page 36 different verses from the Holy Bible will be
printed every week for 26 weeks. Underneath each verse will
be given a clue showing the book of the Bible from which it is
taken, together with a line showing within a range of 3
CHAPTERS how to locate the exact CHAPTER and Verse
number.
You must correctly identify the exact location of ONLY
THREE (31 vi rses on this page to participate in the award of
36 Bibles that will be given away each week. You may enter
THIS WEEK, ANY week or EVERY week during the 26
weeks program, until your name is printed as a winner. Each
week's page is separate and apart, and not related to a

Winners: You may receive
your Bibles by appearing
in person

at

the business whose

advertisement carries your name

previous or forthcoming week.
When submitting on this page the THREE 131 identified
verses, you etust enclose a statement of ?5 words or less, in a
sentence beginning with these six.words: READING THE
BIBLE HELPS ME BECAUSE,

. 1*

Entries

Holy Bible

for

week's

this

date

following the

on this

be

must

awards

FRIDAY

postmarked not later than

particular

BEAUTY SHOP
Highway 6418.
Central Shopping Center
mon—Sirloin Steak
Tues—Ribeye Steak
Wed—Fried Chicken
Thurs—Club Steak
Fri—Sat—Sun
T,Bone Steak
MRS. EARL ADAMS
Rte 1, Murray, Ky

contest

"Styling With Flair"
Dot Dunn, Owner
Southside Shopping Center
Phone 753-168:

REBECCA TURNER
Rte 1, New Concord, Ky.

Mail to: Bible Committee, Ledger & Times, P

Box 32

Murray, Ky.

The name of each

42071.

winner will

be

printed below

one of the advertisements appearing on

this

page, next week. The winners may receive their

THE THOUGHT YOU CONVEY IN THIS SENTENCE IS
A DETERMING FACTOR IN MAKING THE AWARDS
TO EACH PARTICIPANT

That as sin halls reigned unto death, even so might grace
reign through rrghteia.rwss
unto eternal Life by Jesus
Christ our Lord: (Between
Romans 4 and 6)

Bibles by bringing the page on which their name

pears. The Judges' decisions are final.

Entries must specify the name of the firm
5

published contest. Each

914,11

100 South 13th Street
"Every Day You Delay Lets
Bugs Have Their Way"

page is considered a

separate contest,
JESSIE BAILEY
Rte 3, Murray, Ky

Mail To:
Bible Committee Ledger & Times
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071

•

And in her was found the
blood of prophets, and (
"f
saints, and of all that were
slain unon the earth. (Between Revelation 18 and 20)

And Moses told the children
of Israel according to all that
the Lord commanded Moses.
(Between Numbers 29 and
31)

And I will dwell among the
children of Israel, and will be
their God. (Between Exodus
23 and 31)

And the Lord said, Behold,
there is a place -by me, and
thou shalt stand trpon rock,
(Between Exodus 31 and 34)

TUCKER TV
Sales & Service

Metal—Woodcraft, Metal &
Wood furniture
Repairs—Refinishing
Cabinets

DEBORA JONES
Route 1, Box 142
Hardin, Ky

CINDY SMITH
Rte 5, Murray, Ky

641 Super Shell
South 12th Street
Phone 753-9131

H,gnway
753-3734 or 753-5493

the Lord commanded
Moses, so the children of
Israel did, and they divided

As

Joshua

the Land. (11,tween
13 and 15)

And it came to pass in prochildren
cess of time. that the
aga.nst
of Ammon made war
Israel. (Between Judges 10
and 12).
gal Wet YOU RE lie

Incorporated

64/11111KRAFYIEll

511 South 12th St
Phone 753-7457

DWAYNE BARROW
Rte 2, Hazel, Ky.

CARROLL VW

LYONS

DarnallfMarine
Sales & Service

12th Street

vine Food For
Fine Folks.'

Contestants may win only I Bible with each

rAl`

Kelley's
Termite
and
Pest
Control

GROCERY

sponsoring each of the three verses submitted

Name Address

is is

If any thing be revealed to
another that *Meth by, let
the first hold his peace. (Between I Corinthians 13 and
16)

JOHNSON'S

appears to the firm under which the name ap-

ENTER NOW!

For the great day of his
wrath is come; and who
shall be able to stand? (Between Revelation 5 and 7)

ARD

And nOw' I stand and am
iudged for the hope of the
promise made of God unto
.Lur fathers: (Between Acts
25 and 27)

KUT 'N KURL

midnight,

Fran

INS MATCH
ustralia ( UPI) —
won the 128,000
,tional Golf Toursever.
by
. y
14-undur-par 274
tely left\ for the
is scheduled
•eek in the World
tches at Palm
Fla.
ed $4,480 as he
-round total with
brilliant second
helped offset a
Bruce Crampton
nd Peter Oostertied for second

And when I could not see for
the glory of that light, being
led by the hand of them that
were with me, I came into
Damascus. (Between Acts 21
and 23)

EE

JERRY WAYNE BOGGESS
2 S 15th Street
/
3081
Morray, Ky.

Coldwater Road&
Five Points
753 MO
19 years service experience

STOKES TRACTOR

800 Chestnut St
Murray, Ky
Call 75341850

14 Lanes
Mike Stranak, mgr.
1:00-11:00 Daily
17:30-1100 Sunday

& Implement Co.
MURRAY BRANCH

CORVETTE LANES

Industrial Avenue
Phone 753-1319

Federal Savings & Loan
304 E. Main St.
MRS DEAN CHADWICK
702 Broad it
Murray, Ky.

MRS RUTH MOFFITT
S. 15th St.
308
Murray, Ky.

TRENT RiGGINS
302 5 16th St
Murray, Ky.

PAM GALLIMOP
Box 185
Puryear, Tenn

BRENDA OVERCASTBox 46, Hazel Ky

LE DELUXE
And let fall also some of the
handfuls of purpose for her
and leave them, that she ma.
glean them, and rebuke her
not. (Between Ruth 1 and 3

*
TY
ant Be Had

rray
ty:

"TT

Fresh Catfish, Char Brd,
Steaks, Country Ham
Seating 100 Guests
Also Small Parties
Southside Shopping Center
LINDA ADAMS
1935 Oak 'Drive
KY
Muri

onsideration
as chairman
and I

M

American

MI Motors

CAIN & TREAS

each of
'linty when

806 Coldwatc, ui
753-6448

Fri
lieve the
mple of

You may receive your
Award at Main Office
PATRICIA JACKSON
305 N 2nd St
Murray, Ky

pray thee, and go with thy
servants, And he answered
I will go. (Between Kings
and 7)

7.•••i

And the king said unto his
servants, Know ye not that
there is a prince and a greet
man fallen this day in Israel"
)
(Between II Samuel 2 and 41

MURRAY SEWING
CENTER ,1 ,n.
Ma(

I LI I

Prepare
for
Tomorrow—
Read
Your
Bible

HELEN TIDWELL
Rte 7, May(!eid, Ky

unto them after this manner, What are the
that make
men
names of the
this building. (Between Ezra
4 and 6)

union
Master Tire Service
Coldwater Road
Ilnidn Oil Dealer

BFGoodrith

He came unto his awn, and
his own received him not
(Between John 1-and 3)

AN&
\foodOranti

Ws*
tte

Yittivict
etrunti

But unto every one of us is
ziven grace ausioding to the
measure of the gift of Christ
Between Ephesians 3 and 5)

READ

BLALOCK-COLEMAN

YOUR

move,
and have our being: as cerpoets
own
your
tain also of
have said. For we are also
his offsprinrg. (Between Acts

or one
a better

The letter which ye sent un
to us' hath been plainly rea'
before me. (Between F.7
3 and 5)

16 and

PECK'S
Upholstery Shop

-If to that

570 S 4th St
753 7494
"Complete Fab.,
Selection"

Chairman
Chairman

41118,411116.1

/ELLA MCNUTT
526
S 781 St
Murray, Ky.

And they could not take hold
of his words before the pennlei and they marveled at his
answer, and held their peace
(Between Luke 19 and 21)

HUGHES
NEAL STARKS
MOBILE HOMES
On the spot 7 year financing
Hwy 641 N S miles
Open 7.00 a m. Daily
Sunday 1-4

BETTY HENDERSON
Dexter, Ky

PAINT
STORE
401 Maple St
Phone 753 3442

JEAN HURT
170e Calloway St
Murray. Ky

or dinar•le ,

Noe

Funeral Home
713 5 4th St
Murray, Ky.
Phone 7534800

BIBLE
641 SOUTH

DAILY

LUCY WILLIAMS
Rte 5, Murray, Ky

And when he came into

the

house, he suffered m man
eo in, save Peter. and James
and John, and the father and
the mother of the maiden
(Between 3 eke g and It)

WIGGINS
FURN. CO.

WILLIE E PERRY
2 N 1St St
1
408/
Murray, KY

ANGELA LAWSON
Rte 1, Murray, Ky

Jesus answered and said unto him, Vents', verily, I say
unto thee. Except a man be
horn again, he cannot we the

And they snake unto am the
word of the Lord, and to all
that were in his house (Between Acts 15 and 17)

(Between
°f4)G°d2 and
kirgi°1n
Jo
l'ES

OWEN FOOD
MARKET, Inc.

0

Hot Point Appliances, Floor
covering, Furniture
2 mi on 641 N.
Phone 753-4544
Open 8-00-5.30
6 Days a Week

ADELLE DUNLAe,
114 Spruce Stree,
Murray, KY

S

1407 Main - 753-4687
Open 7 -00 a.m. 8:011 p.m.
7 days a week
A good place to trade"

A ward may be received
by appearing at
Main office
TERESA ANN GIBSON
Rte 2, Hazel. Ky

Now as soon as it was

But the word of
Multiplied.
and
Nct9 11 rind 13)

GO'd
(Betwe'

MURRAY SPORT
& MARINE
Evinrude—Glastron
Tidecraft
PolarKraft—Starcraft- BOA,
Campers
Complete Service Shop
Murray
7111 South 4th

RHONDA TOWERY
,Rte 1, KIrkSeY,

si•
there was no small
among the soldiers, what 'tun-.
-di-(Beim
become of Peter.
Act-4 11 and 13)

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun, Inc.
604 S 17th St
Phone 15071 753 /114

DATSUN
Sedans-vvaaons tock up
Sport cars
ARTHUR ROwLETTE
117 Spruce St.
Murray, Ky

SAFE-T DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
P.-. '53 4175
KY
MURRAY

Roy English R. Ph.
Byron Forbes R. Ph

NATALIE GEE
Rte 1, Murray, Ky

.And he basted, and took the
ashes away from his face:
and the king of Israel discerned him that he was of
I
prophets. (Between
:he
K:rtgs lq and 21)

CARROLL TIRE
SERVICE
UNIROYAL TIRES
Home o
TrGER PAW

UNIROYaL

and
THE RAIN TIRf

And they brought him on
horses: and he was buried at
Jerusalem with his fathers in
ee
the city of David. (13etw,
II Kings 13 and 15)

11
Afir-MURRAY HOME
& AUTO STORE
t h, sf n.ot St — 753-257i
IVillnahi Your c
"
et;
/ct
for 16 years

1105 Pogue
Phone 753-1489
CLARA PATTON
Rte 1, Kirksey, Ky

the
For in him we live. and

But when he saw Jesus a%.'
worshiped
off, he ran and
him. (Between Mark 4 and

U.S. 641 North
Phone-507-753-3280

Murray's One Stop
Sewing center
Bel Air Shopping Center

ALLEN MORRIS
Rte 1, Kirksey, KI

CAROL HARRISON
Rte 1, Kirksey, Ky

And the king siva/is, and said.
As the Lord,liveth, that had
redeemed my sail out of al,
distiess (Between I Kings
1 and 3)

Bel.Air Shopping Cent.Open 74 Hours
7 days a week

Then said we

And one said. Be content, I

F

:nd the

unto all
Israel, Behold, I have hearkvoice
in alL
your
ened unto
that ye said unto me, and
have made a king over you.
Caniluel 11 and 13)

BANK OF MURRAY

SOUTH SIDE
RESTAURANT

ii

And Samuel said

More/Yee the king made

a
greet throne, of ivory, and
overlaid it with pure gold
(Ti Chronicles 8 and 10)
Home 04 Colony Paints

JANET PRESCOTT
510 N 3rd Street
Murray, Ky

And his allowance was a continual allowance given him
of the king, is daily rate for
every day, all the days of his
life (Between II Kings 23
and 25)

Guy Spann
Coionv PAINTS
Bucy-Parker
Lumber Co.

Real Estate
Agency
901 Sycamore
Phone 753-7724

RANDY HERNDON
Route 5 Box 383
Murray, Ky

Use hospiiaiiry one to another
wihov, droddeng "
F our` between I Peter )and 4

HENDRICK'S
MARKET
Grade A Meats
Fresh Produce
Friendly Service
Hwy 171 South

Concord Road
7S3 5712
VICKY BUTTERWORTH
Rte 1, Murray, Ky

CLETIE BL4CK
Rte 1, Murray, Ky

BRENDA ARMSTRONG
Box 239. Murray, Ky
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al lowers boom on noisy cars
emitting no more

ctiri) _

SA(:RAMENTO,
Calif.
Noise is "unwanted
io
und" and the greatest source
I noise irritation to the
kreatest number of people is.
'hat emitted by motor vehicles,
'according o the California
Pepartment of Public Health.
' A 'report recommended that
b.), 19713 all new trucks and
buses weighing more than
6,000 poonds _or- -more be

limited to
than 80 decibels of noise and
other vehicles restricted to 75
decibels. •
On the decibel scale a
reduction of three digits represents a 50 per cent reduction ire
noise.
Therefore, four trucks producing 80* decibels each, together make much less noise
than one truck producing 88
decibels. One moon-evile pro-

during 88 decibels makes more
noise than 16 motorcycles
producing 75 decibel.
The decibel range for human hearing ranges from about
1-130 slecibels with one being
the slightest audible sound.

The American Bible Society
distributes more than 100 million Bibles and portions of
Scripture annually.

Housing backlog
11ANII,A ((P1) — The Eco
nomic Development Foundation says Phillippine eon tractors build from 200,000
to 300,000 new housing units
annually to /pone a population
that is growing at the rate of
from 3.2 to 3.5 per cent each
year. The backlog in housing
was estimated at 2.8 million
units for thelad year.

* Ledger & Times Pi Schedule for Wednesday *
CH. 3
WSIL
1.30 LaLanne
9.00 The Hour
10.00 Am. Rel.
1030 That Girl
1100 Bewitched
11:30 Password
12:00 My Child.
12:30 mase-oesi
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
200 Gen.Hosp.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
3:30 Matinee
5:00 Space
6:30 Sots. Chal
7:00 Bewitched
730 Ed.
Father
8:00 Smith
Fam.
8.30 Shirley
900 Man-City
10:00 Weather
10:30 Cavett
12:00 News

CH. 4
WSM
6 00 mor Show
7.00 Today
9:00 Dinah
9 . 30 C011Cero.
10:00 Sale-Cen.
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 WWW
1200 Noon
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Doctors
2:00 An. World
2:30 Promi.
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Virginian
5:00 Mayberry
525 Wea.•Spts.
530 News
6:00 News
6:30 Dragn.
7:00 hdacn-12
7:30 Movie
9:00 N. Gallery
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. s
WLAC
5 45 Journal
6 00 News
6:30 N'Ville
AM
7 - S5 Kitc.
Korn,
COO KangarOo
9:00 Tell-Truth
9:10 T or C
1000 Fam. Affair
10:18 Love of Life
11:00 Heart Is
11:30 Search
12:00 Singing Con.
12:00
12:25 News
12:30 World Turns
1 :00 Love Is
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
2:30 Secret Storm
2:30 Edge of Night
3:00 Gomer
Pyle
. .
3:38 ()Megan
4:00 Movie
6:30 Mann Sing
7:00 Burnett
8:00 Med. Cen.
9:00 Mannix
10:00 News
10:30 Movie-

CH. 8
WSIX

CH. ill
WPSD
7:00 Today
9:00 Dinah
930 Cement.
10:00 Sale Cert.
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11 :30 w.w.w
ii 55 News
12:00 News
12:15 Pastor
12:30 Romp.
12:55 Calendar
1:00 Lives
1:30 DoctorS
2:00 World
2:30 Promise
3:00 Somerset
3,30 popeye
4:00 Gilligan
4:30 Dan Boone
6.
.30 Nash.
700 Adam 12
7:30 Myst
9:00 Gallery
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

6.30 McCoys
7:00 Bozo
0:30 Romper
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Hillbillies
Game
10:00 Mov
10:30 That Girl
Bewitched
11:00
11:30 Flipper
12:00 My Children
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
Hosp.
2:00 Gen
2:30 One Life
3:00' Password
3:30 Love Am
4:00 Jeannie
Acres
1:30 Green
5100 News
41••30 AMake-Deal
7:00 Bewitched
Father
7:30 Ed's
Fam.
0:00 Smith
WId.
0:30 Shirley
1:00 Man-City
10:00 Takes Thief
11:00 News
11:30 Covet!.

CH. 12
KFVS
5:45 Sun. Sem.
Show
6:15 Break
7:00 News
11:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Fam. Affair
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart
11:25 News
11:30 Search
1200 Farm
Pic.
12:05 News
12:20 Weather
12:30 World Turns
Many
1:00 Love
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Sec. Storm
2:30 Edge-Night
3:00 Lassie
4:00 Virginian
6:30 Ronne'
7:00 Burnett
11:00 C. Burnett
II:00 Med. Center
9:00 Mannix
10:00 News
10:30 Mery Griffin
12:00 News

CH. 29
WOXR
10:00 Movie
11;40 People,
11:SO Seweing
12:00 Gourmet
12:10 3 On A Match
1:00 Movie
2:57 News
3:00 Movie Game
4:00 Bozo
5:00 Now Excil.
5:30 Country Place
5:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
1:35 Weather
1:40 News
1:53 Harvey
10:00 Creat Feat,
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

Mother And
Four Children
Death
Shot To INGRAM

TUESDAY—NOVEMBER 9, 1971

Factory built homes State gives
ep e
blind people
Heading for boom
I.D. cards

By DOROTHEA M.BROOKS costs today.
AHL
DOVER, Del.(UPI) — Sim
There always will be the conVALLEY,
Calif.
GRASS
NEW YORK (UPI) — "By ventionally
the blind and the visually
built,
cost-isno-fac(UM—A mother and her four the end of this decade, at least
tor,one-of-a-kind custom home, impaired do not qualify for
children were shot to death and two-thirds of all howling_ pro- Trimble
driver's licences, the most comsaid, but
police arrested her estranged duction in the United States to be realized of if the goal is mon form of identification
decent
housing
husband Sunday in the fourth of will be factory produced . " for all Americans,
and home accepted by stores and banks,
This, the prediction of ewnership
a series of mass slayings which
for those who want the state of Delaware has come
have taken 35 lives in the George Romney, Secretary of it, industrialized housing and up with a solution to an often
the U.S. Department of Hous- land planning
Sierra Nevada foothills.
will have to pro- embarrassing problem.
-There wasn't much of a way ing & Urban Development vide the answer. They can, he
Apparently the first in the
D), may, to some, conjure believes.
nation to do 80, the Delaware
for them to go. They were
up row on row of flat-roofed,
more or less trapped," Nevada
Technically, Trimble said, Department of Motor Vehicles
box-like dwellings in town after just about
has begun issuing laminated
County Sheriff Wayne Brown
town across the nation. It be done anything that can identification cards with
by means of concolor
said of the victims, whose shouldn't.
ventional on-site "stick" con- photoeraphs of the bearer to
bodies were found dressed in
Industrialized, or systems,
nightclothes in bedrooms of a building is coming of age. There struction can and is being done the 1,100 blind and visually
shingled cottage in a quiet, are problems still, but progress in one form or another of in- handicapped state residents.
A service fee of $I is
wooded area.
is being made—not only in the dustrialized building:
charged to cover the cost of
imagine it was due to the technical and cost aspects of
—Precut or packaged,simply materials. Department employestrangement in the marriage," factory building, but in the a
conventionally-built house in ees are processing applications
said Brown. "It very easily area of design as well.
after work without pay.
which all of the structural
By way of proof: the second are cut and assembled parts
could be marital difficulties."
in a
Charlene Sheriff Vichi, 31, Industrialized Building Expo- factory for erection
on site with
and her four youngsters were sition and Congress—INBEX/71 considerably less labor, time
slain, at her parents' home in a —with its displays by some 300 and expense than if all cutting
Mobile homes, Trimble exsmall village 10 miles south of madufacturers including 32 and assembly work were done plained, are a form of modular
construction but, unlike other
here in gold rush country. Her total structures(even one three- on site.
parents were critically wound- story model), building systems,
components,building products,
ed.
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Datsun has something over all their
competitors: T.E.E. H.E.E. Which stand
for Technical Engineering Excellence.
And Highly Extravagant Extras.
Our 510 4-Door is loaded with
T.E.E. and chock-full of H.E.E. T.E.E.
means things like a body welded into
a single steel unit. No rattle. Longer
wear.
I
It means equipment like safety
front disc brakes, overhead cam en-

-.

gine and independent rear suspensiOn.
Now for the H.E.E. For nothing
extra the 510 4-Door comes with reclining front buckets, whitewalls,
carpets and tinted glass—all standard
equipment.
See the Small Car Expert, youl
Datsun dealer, and test drive the 510,
soon. It offers so much value, it isn't
even funny.
Drive a Datsun ...then decide.
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CARD OF THANKS

SERVICES OFFERED

We wish to express our apNEW TWO bedroom duplex, wall SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
to wall carpet with central heat hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- preciation to all when have made
since
the
N24C contributions
Chestnut
and air. $110.00 per month. Phone 5933
destruction of our tobacco barn
TFC
753-7850.
CARROLL'S PLUMBING & and tobacco. Also, to the
r THIS COUPON AND
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone Calloway County Rescue Squad,
7 GETS YOU All THE
'
College Farm Road. 489-2295.
N3OP the Hazel Fire Department and
BOY'S CLOTHING, like new, duplex, 1601
$50.00 deposit.
month,
per
$75.00
others who assisted during the
sizes 14-16-18. Phone 436NI1C BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, fire.
NIIP Phone 753-5792.
2152.
:SPAGHETTI
also bank gravel, fill dirt and James Dale and Marilyn Er*
* YOU CAN EAT.
BEDROOM 10'x55 trailer, topsoil.Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
11PI
win
CREOSOTED POLES for pdle TWO
t barn construction, utility poles 1963 model, located three miles 354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
4it
* BEST BUY IN TOWN! *
D7C
*
Murray. Phone 753-7856 or
and boat docks. Murray Lumber from
N9C FOR ALL your home additions,
HELP WANTED
753-2583
****************
Murray,
Co., Maple Street,
j
GRAN
etc.
remodeling,
alterations,
ITC
Kentucky.
MAN OR woman to stay in home
CANYON
UNFURNISHED HOUSE in Free Estimates. Phone 753SHOW CASE, a real antique. REPOSSE-SSED 36' River Queen
s'vieTFC of elderly couple. To help care
2 Fr. AHEAD
Abont seven feet long, glass all Houseboat 1961 Steel Hull FLORAL PRINT sofa and chair, Hazel, three bedrooms. Phone 6123.
for the man, part time or full
N9P
around the front, sides and top. Fiberglass Cabin, inboard out- like new, walnut end tables and 753-7333.
BABY-SITTING IN my home. time. Contact Mrs. Henry Hargis.
Closed ui back with sliding board, all electric, equipped year
coffee table,2lamps,small black
N10C
bedroom
Pre-School
at
See
excellent
two
age preferred. Phone 753-5710.
offer.
Best
NEW
wooden doors.
use,
round
recliner, baby bed, baby swing, BRAND
carpeting, 753-4897.
wall
N9C
to
wall
Ledger and Times. Also have mechanically. Cheap7ThOne day
duplex,
playtex nurser set, jumper chair
N9C
and air, built in
four modern display islands or nite 502-436-5432.
2
walker. Call 753-3508 after 5:00 central heat
TRUCK DRIVERS (Experience
white
and
green
appliances. Only $120.00,
Tappan
made of metal in
1TP
p.m.
4" Plastic Wells
Not Necessary) To train for local
$125.00 with dishwasher. Phone
with adjustable shelves. N3ONC BELTONE FACTORY fresh
and over-the-road hauling. Can
NI1C
AYLOR
WELL
appointment.
for
753-4698
hearing aid batteries for all make TV ANTENNA and pole.
earn up to $5.16 per hour after
DRILLING
FOUR YEAR old E Gleanor hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. N1OC Reasonable price. Phone 753short training. For application,
bath,
with
house
FOUR
ROOM
combine with three row bean
Phone
Tenn
Puryear,
N11P
6240.
call 606-299-6912 from 9 a.m. to 7
carpeted,
Grove,
Elm
near
247-5556
header and two row corn header. FROM WALL to wall, no soil at
p.m, or write NATION WIDE
month.
per
$65.00
heat.
electric
Flying vacationer :;-1
All in good condition. Price, all, on carpets cleaned with Blue GIBSON GUITAR, model LG1.
Complete Well
SEMI DIVISION, 171 New Circle
753-5962
days,
753-6425
Phone
shampooer
$400000. Phone Paris, 642electric
Lustre. Rent
Must sacrifice. Phone 753Service
Road, N.E., Lexington, Kentucky
N 12C
N9P 81.00 Big K.
N13C 9218.
3240
NlIP nights.
N1OC
40505.
Lee
BEAUTIFUL VALARAH
hangs on to seat
RELAX AND, unwind with safe,
NOTICE
unfurnished, 2 WILL DO babraitting in my JINGLE ALL THE WAY TO THE
Apartment,
The whys vary. Sometimes
effective GoTense tablets. Only
By BETTY PRESTON
bedroom, living room, kitchen, home, located in Almo area. BANK. Be an Avon Represenit's because there is an airport, ii
98 cents Holland Drug Store.N1OP OUT OF SHAPE or overweight?
earning
Christmas
The
N15C
tative.
News
Service
Phone
Copley
753-7636.
Air
utility, and bath. Carpeted.
gas and lodging,and it's time to tj
For the easy way to lose inches or
can be fabulous, and it is fun. If your husband's hobby is
Dishwasher,
conditioned.
stop for the day. Other times t:
call
fast,
pounds
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
refrigerator, stove, garbage BACKHOE OR dozer services. And, you can do it in your spare flying,and you share equal billit's because weatherwi.se, there
in Kentucky. No increase in SHAPEMAKERS, 753-2962. disposal. Across from Westview Expert work. Reasonable. Phone time. Call now: after 7 p.m. ing in his affections with "Old
23-1,16X35"
is no other choice. You land and
NlINC
guaranteed.
lovMrs.
and
loss
beautiful
to
a
Sturdy,"
Weight
write
or
385-9424
TFC
collect
Boy
753-9807.
Stores,
prices. Country
Nursing Home on South leth St.
stay there until a summer-in- .6
.009 Thick
Janet Kunick, Manger, Rt. 2 Box ingly maintained 1947 almostArmy Surplus, 9 miles from
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the-Midwest storm has thunInsurance. Low Phone 753-3865.
HOME
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creamand
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its way through.
dered
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coverage.
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rates.
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be
service.
can
dead
you
then
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Voyager,
CHIROPRACTOR
p.m.
N13C
IMMEDIATE OPENING for
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it's not so much where you go
certain that your vacations will
don't think of Insurance, but Available now. Call Hayden
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see
ordinary.
the
of
Insurance
out
be
of
think
you
42071
KY
MURRAY,
barns, for placing around KEEP carpets beautiful despite when
Rickman at 753-5450, if no answer
washer. For interview call 753- You
you see getting there. You see
ahead
plan
to
not
learn
Galloway
753.9909
PHON1
me. Harding Galloway,
N11C
a.m.
6713.
magnificent dramatic exbottom of mobile homes footsteps of a busy family. Buy Insurance and Real Estate call 753-3242 between 8:00 N1OC
753.9960
very far, because the best-laid
and 8.:00 p.m.
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
panses of your own country
plans of fliers change at the
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753-5842.
to keep out the wind
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installation.
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other uses such as
carport, $125.00 per month. 1960 FORD
"Let's go out and take a look
RELIABLE PERSON wanted to
bed. 6 cylinder, good business or future investment. up sleeping, gratefully, four to
telephone
A Phone 753-4481 from 5:00 to 9:00 tires. See at 5 Points Welding, One mile East Murray, ap- a room in the last available before we land," my husband
"building out''
pick up payments on Singer
the pilot said as we approached
NIIC
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If
You
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Sew
deluxe
Touch
sewing
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you,
that
machine. Only $10 per month.
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And with that, we slid out
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else, has ever heard of.
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Call .
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colorful rock formations.
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Murray, Ky.
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casually.
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electric
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USED COKE machine, needs upholstery. Rent
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my strength to hang onto the
orange, power steering and
repair. Can„,he seen at St. Leo's shampooer $1. Murray Home
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AUCTION SALE
sides of my seat, knowing full,
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Church, 12th lind Payne
brakes, electric windows, side THKEE BEDROOM brick, bath "Where did you go on your
results then call John
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Street.
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finest in attractive Walnut
The next morning at sunup
running water year round. Some actual miles. Phone 492say, "Ah yes, I remember
price, $600.00, will sell for much console. No down payment
we did take off and fly all the
PLEASE TAKE notice that the buildings. Ideal cattle farm. 3
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Highway
on
home
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bit Broyhill. 60" hutch, 44" round to 9 p.m. Monday thru Saturday,
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green, very clean. Good con- begins.
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Marie
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so
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Available
frame.
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add
when
you
bedroom
And
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said, "That was the longest
.208' DELUXE TRAILER, like LIVING ROOM suite, two piece. Sanders, phone
heavy duty hurry!
and Wichita, Kan., and Grand
TFC upright freezer, Maytag washer van, 6 cylinder,
flight of my life. I thought we'd
AY:. Phone 753-4566 between 8:00 Fairly good condition. Floral mington, Kentucky.
transmission, very clean, low Let 'an walk - to high school Island, Neb., they muster up a
and dryer. These are a matching mileage.
never get to the rim.'
TFC design. $40.00 Phone 753a.rn.and 5:30p.m.
that is. Unique in every way from weak, "Why there?"
As of this date, November 6, set in Avocado green, less than
NI1C
V8, factory beamed den ceiling to private
ton
one
1957
Ford
4589.
RXGISTERED female Pointer
1971, I am no longer responsible two years old.
advice.
stake 12' bed. New motor,.all new bedroom area. Two car garage
Flitddog. 21 months old. Started
any debLs other than my own. Early American living room tires.
for
Once you and your wife speak
miles 42,000. plus large utility room. Built in
Heifers
HOLSTEIN
LEN
i
Guaranteed
inMurray, suite in brown tweed, couch,
seine last year. For more
a passable version of the lanPrice reduced kitchen all on Johnson Ave.
bull. Phone Rudy Duncan. RRoute 6,
Angus
truck.
Black
Ideal
one
farm
and
N9C
N9P chair and matching recliner,
formation call 753-8551.
guage, you, too, can live in
NIIC Kentucky.
to sell.
753-7975 after 5:00 p.m.
Where else can you get 3
Mexico for a pittance, or more,
RCA television, nice stereo, lots Bilbrey's, 210 East Main. Phone bedrooms and 2 baths for
a month.
ARC REGISTERED St. Bernard,
milk cow and 2 WANT TO TRADE: broke Beagle of nice coffee, lamp and end 753-5617 or 753-1257 after 5:00 $14,850.00. Call us and you'll see.
AND
BEEF
The Gilrnores cite the case of
male, two years old. Phone 753lamps,p.m.
NI1C Your money's worth at 1709
calves. Marvin rabbit dog for young started tree tables,
N12P cows and
a retired American and his wife
7187.
.1TC dog. Phone 436-2336 after 6:00 pictures and mirrors, two extra
„.
Howard,753-5715.
Farmer 3 bedrooms, large den,
living in Ajijic, on the shores of
N9P nice bedroom suites, nice dinette 1971 DATSUN 510 two door sedan. hying room with dining
p.m.
Lake Chapala, Mexico's
HEAVY IRON bedstead, Inner
furniture
of
set and lots of items
5,000 actual miles. Excellent extra large patio and 2
largest, with a total income of
A GUIDE TO LIVING IN
i!sring mattress and box springs.
WORKSHOP, less than two years old and all condition. Phone 753-7117 from carport.
radio, amplifier DECOUPAGE
BAND
CITIZEN
$267 a month. 'Their budgeted
MEXICO; by Betty and Doe
N9C
t20.00 Phone 753-2650
NI1P Spacious 3 bedroom brick Gilmore; G.P. Putnam's Sons,
8:00a.m.to 5:00p.m.
and antenna. Phone 753-4606 after Saturday, November 13, 9 a.m. spotlessly new.
expenses, including rent, food,
an
from
$5.00.
at
Make
noon
M.S.U.,
furniture
until
be
There will
NI1C
5:00p.m.
home on quiet street. Near New York; 10.33 pages; $6.115.
servants, utilities, entertainyour own Christmas gifts with apartment that is nice but older. 1968 DATSUN TRUCK with everything. Carpeted 11
2 baths, 2
/
ment, auto insurance, upkeep
large
Tom
Call
easy
Prof.
8
435this
process.
or
7
will
be
also
There
Phone
tires.
New
NEDNESDAY ONLY
camper.
and gasoline, dry cleaning and
Reviewed by
air conditioners, fireplace, extra
SEVEN ROOM house in Hazel.
glassware
N9P
753-6104.
NI1P
Spoerner,
good
filled
with
tables
2489.
personal, add up to $205.50. The
WILLIAM GIANDONI
nice storage building in back.
Nice garden space, bath and gas
and china.
CUTTING BOARD
P1.50 left over they are saving
Copley News Service
Now listed for only $24,000.00.
furnace, 65,500.00. Fuel oil
SONJA HENDERSON is now
Several collectors items in
WANT TO BUY
10 acres on Johnnie Robertson
Retirement 'in Mexico may for medical expenses, which
heater,$15.00. Metal cabinets and
Reg. '2.50 NOW '1.25 sink,
working at the Charm Beauty antique furniture such as trunks.
or
be for everybody, but, Betty are lower in Mexico, too.
not
subdivide
to
Road
perfect
$10.00. Phone 4924810. NI1P
Shop. She invites all her friends churns, jars, and jugs, iron WANT TO BUY used tricycle in build your own estate. $21,500.00 and Don Gilmore say, about a
By way of contrast, the auachioli Costs Less
toys,
sturdy
to call for an appointment, 753- skillets, bean pots and flatirons. good condition; also
million Americans seem to en- thors tell of the life of luxury
with
land
of
tract
choice
this
for
When You Sew With fine
and
110
ALL ELECTRIC heaters,
especially Fisher-Price, 700 feet of frontage and city joy it
N11C There will be more goody grab
3502.
that the Carters, in their 304,
Fabrics from
220 volt. Sale priced. 210 Main,
boxes than you ever saw at a sale. creative playthings, playskool, water.
The husband-wife team went with two children, live ins fiveNI1C
Bilbrey's 753-5617.
FAB-N-TRIM
Also numerous tools such as: 8 and sifo. Reasonable. Phone 753- Wooded, rolling waterfront to Guadalajara to write fiction bedroom mansion in GuadalaNI1P
jara, with heated swimming
at
SPECIAL
THANKSGIVING
row
tractor boon spray, 8 inch 9981.
Square
North side court
acreage adjoining Irvin Cobb and, after three years of life in
The Charm Beauty Shop. Per- table saw and joiner, and. too
Mexico, decided to share their pool, large garden, three sersubdividing.
for
Perfect
Resort.
SOFA BED and matching chair, manents, $15.00, now $12.50,- many other items to list
vants, on a budget of $926 a
WANT TO BUY, logs and 20 acres priced to sell at belated discovery of the Aztec
rocker, 12' G.E. 820.00, now $15.00. Phone 755-3582 separately.
month,
platform
including PIO for prithe
of
rest
the
with
republic
old
year
two
SELL,
MUST
standing timber Also have for $55,500.00.
vate school for their children.
Norge washer and for an appointment
NI1C The good furnitute will sell sale lumber and sawdust
world.
avocado Frigidaire refrigerator refrigerator,
productive
highly
90
of
acres
Television and
None of this surprises former
There is a wealth of informabefore noon, so come early For Murray Saw Mill and I,umber Co. farm hind with acreage on large
in excellent condition. Phone 753- dryer, bed, old
ekectric sewing machine,
first half of the book residents of Mexico. Most of us
the
in
tion
Singer
Chester
Otto
call
N9C
information
5945
TFC conservation lake close to Stella.
Phone 753-4147
that would be of value to any- did it for less, and the vast ma
ferns and various potted plants.
BLUE MARLIN
Auction Service, 435-4042, Lynn
Price of $21,500 includes 2 one contemplating life or re- jority of the 50 million people of
after 5:00 p.m.
753-8880
Phone
Grove.
CLUB
EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT,
WANT TO BUY automatic bedroom frame house, excellent tirement in Mexico. The second Mexico still do.
It pays to sell the Chester
Wed. Night
econothical, Blue Lustre carpet NI1P
out- half is devoted to a practical
transmission for Dodge 318 tobacco barn and other
"A Guide To living In MexWay.
r • NI1C engine. Phone 492,8603.
cleaner. Rent new electric
NlIP buildings.
THE MEN-SAY-SHUN
English-Spanish dictionary, a ico" is a good introduckion to
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
r11-1tp
8 - 12
phrase book and manual for ev- the subject. But, as the Gil- ;
REGISTERED BLACK Angus0LOST & FOUND
Horne of "The Wishing
Donald R. Tucker, Realtor.
FOR RENT OR SAI.F
eryday living for those who do mores point out,the only way to ;
Call 753old.
months
I.
18
Bull,
N10C
Well".
be sure that life in Mexico is for ,
.
Member of Multiple Listing.
not speak Spanish.
NI1Cf
LAST: FIVE month old male
9522.
WANTED TO RENT
12'x60' MOBILE HOME, 1969 Phone 753-4342.
The Gilmores' emphasis on you is to try it, without burning
Pointer pup, solid white with
model, three bedrooms, 1 1-.2 Associates; Edna Knight, home the need to have, or quickly ob- your bridges behind you, foci •
REDUCE SAFE & fast with
BASS GUITAR and solid state(WANT TO Rent or lease, farm lemon head. Southeast of Hazel.
(lose phone 753-4910, Pat Mobley, home
few weeks or months on a tour-GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water amplifier, $125.00, or will trade land. Phone 753-8090 after 5 00 Billy Broach, Route 1, Puryear, baths, carpet. Reasonable.
tain, a working knowledge of
N I IC phone 753-8958.
489-2538
ist card.
Phone
Murray.
N1OP
to
Store
Drug
Holland
pills".
N11C
the
N11P
Spanish
is
4984326.
NI1C
sound
language
I9C
N
753-1615.
Phone

!

1302

BREAKFAST ROOM table, 4
chairs, chrome legs, red
"KCAESR' upholstery. Good condition. See
1104 Olive, or phone 716*at
NI1P
5445.

99; Good Only .0(

Wed., "K
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t qualify for
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-Wity-Two 1World News In Brief . • • Ethel Parker
Dies Monday
ea red Dead
At Hospital
Crash
ane

Brother Hazel Death Claims
Woman Expires Harry Broach
This Morning

(Continued from Page II
IF
From The
By United Press International non Liberal party elected a
property assesernents throughout
LEGHORN, Italy—A military mayor of Manila and a
the
state
were
widely
Rev. Itolia Cowans, school
spokesman said that all 52 majority of the eight senate
disproportionate, however, with p
teacher and minister, died
ballot
the
on
seats
were
aboard
persons
presumed
some
under-assessed
real
suddenly of an apparent heart
By United Press International
killed when a British Royal Air
property.
Miss Ethel Parker of 823 North attack at his home on Route
WASHINGTON — House
SAIGON—Two
waves
Harry G. Broach, 65, cried in
of
ThaiForce
transport
crashed into
The Kentucky Court of Appeals
19th Street, Murray, passed away Four, Buchanan, Tenn., on
Speaker Carl Albert, before the
planes
B52
Park Avenue Hospital, San
the Tyrrhenian Sea shortly land -based
landmark 1965 decision ruled LEGHORN, Italy
in
a
Monday at 2:35 p.m. at the Saturday..
House defeated a constitutional
Diego,Calif. at 3:30 this morning.
all assessments must be at the U.S.-built Royal Air Force after takeoff today. The craft dumped bombs today in Convalescent Division of the
The deceased was a member of Death resulted from comamendment to put prayer back
transport
ferrying
Quang
Prosouthern
46
plane,
Tri
carried
Italian
46
paratroopers
100 per cent fair cash value as of
MurrayCalloway
County the faculty at Grove Junior High plications
in public schools:
vince of South Vietnam. It was
following an operation
January 1966. But the state Italian paratroopers and six and a six-man British crew.
Hospital where she had been a School. He was a member of the
"I am not prepared to let the
American
a
first
joint
British
airmen
to
attack
thy
for
for cancer of the throat in 1969,
legislature then enacted the
patient
for
the
past
three
years.
Western Oak Grove Church and and a fall at his home November
meddling hand of government
MANILA—President Ferdin- more than a year in this region, The deceased
rollback law to keep property maneuver in Sardinia, crashed
was 83 years of was pastor of the Cedar Hill
at any level place a restraining
taxes from soaring. The rollback into the Tyrrhenian Sea today. and E. Marcos suffered a where Viet Cong and North age. She was born August 29, Baptist Church. He was a veteran
hand on any man's religious
Broach was the son of the late
froze tax rates at the 1965 level All on board were presumed major reverse today in the Vietnamese troops have taken 1888, in Calloway County and was of World War II.
freedom."
Oury L. Broach and Izora
Philippine elections. The opposi- positions in foothills command- the daughter
pt for added value such as dead.
of
the
late
Bruce Rev. Cowans was born May 21, Catherine Broach
It was the worst peacetime
mg a strategic coastal plain.
of this county.
new buildings and for voted
Parker and Addie Hensley 1920, and was the son of Mrs.
WASHINGTON — AFL-CIO
tragedy
air
in
military
Italian
He was born and grew up in this
authorities
Military
said
the
levies.
Parker.
President George Meany, one
targets were some 10 big Miss Parker is survived by one Rachael Lightfoot Cowans and county near Penny. He attended
The current suit is a con- history.
the late Rev. Tab Scott Cowans.
of five labor members of the
supply bunkers.
tinuance of one initially filed Nov. Frogmen and skin divers
nephew, J. P. Parker, 823 North He was married June 6, 1970, to Murray High School and Murray
pay board, after the board
depths
searched
the
of
the
State Normal School where he
4, 1970, by the school board
(Continued from Page 1)
19th Street, who was reared by
voted 10-5 to bar workers from
CAIRO—The influential Cairo Miss Parker; two sisters, Mrs. the former Marjorie Scarborough was a member of the first band in
against the Louisville Board of Tyrrhenian off this port city for
What
Can Young People
collecting wages they lost
the music department. He met
newspaper Al Ahrarn reported Vela Smith of the ,Westview who survives.
Alderman asking the rollback bodies and any possible survi- Believe in Today?,
In addition to his wife and Miss Georgia Mallory in college
Teresa today that Egypt has chosen
during the wage-price freeze:
vors as well as the "black box"
to Nursing Home and Mrs. Porter
declared
law be
unconstitutiona,
Durham—Teresa
Durham
mother,
is
a
he
leaves
three sisters, They were married in 1926.
"It means they nullified our
delay for two weeks the U.N. (Mary Elkins of New Concord;
and demanding the alderman be aboard the Hercules C130 which sophomore in high school.
Mrs. Ernestine Travis of
She General Assembly
contracts."
debate on two brothers, Lowry Parker, 603
made to levy a school tax of 10 could tell investigators the feels that what the youth of
He was in business here a
Springville, Tenn, Mrs. Bernice
today
cause of the accident. A
the Middle East. It said the
cents per $100 assessed valuation
ATLANTA—Lt. Col. Anthony
fisherman said it crashed on its really want is basically the same overnment wished to allow Olive Street, Murray, and Perk Stone of Hazel, and Mrs. Onita number of years. He was in the
in excess of that permitted by
Herbert, who accused two
side and disappeared into the as it has always been and that the more time for four African Parker of Murray Route Five; Bunton of Chicago, Ill.; two cleaning business and ,was a
law.
several other nieces and brothers, Floyd Cowans of partner in the Johnson-Fain
answers are essentially the same
superior officers of covering up
sea.
leaders to seek to accomplish nephews.
Attorney Henry A. Triplett,
but
the
answers
have
been
Detroit, Mich., and Frank Scott appliance on the south side of the
Vietnam War atrocities and
hiddne
their peace
mission. The
counsel for the school board, in Italian military officials said by "society's" striving
Funeral services will be held Cowans of Sturgis.
Square until World War II when
for African officials left
now is resigning from the Army
they
little
held
hope
any
of
the
for home Wednesday at ten a.m. at the
his appeal to the nation's highest
Funeral services will be held he became a government embecause of alleged harassment:
52 persons on board survived. material things.
Monday
after
a
week
of
wrote
court
that
"freeze"
the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Wednesday at one p.m. at the ployee working in the
War—Is It Outdated?, Randall
"If I saved one Vietnamese
airplane
The plane took off shortly
conversations in Israel and Funeral Home with Elder J. M.
allowing disproportionate tax
Western Oak Grove Baptist division. He was transferred to
kid, it's worth it. I think we
before dawn from Pisa to Winchester—Randall Winchester Egypt, but they pledged to
rates
among
the
approximately
Darnell
and
Elder
Paul
Poyner
Church with Rev. Eugene California and was employed at
have awakened many people
transport the Italian paratroo- is a freshman at Murray High. He come back after next week for
officiating.
Oglesby of McKenzie, Tenn., and the Naval Air Station on North
not aware of what is going on 200 school districts in the state pers and crew of six British wonders if the answer to his more talks.
Burial will be in Old Salem Rev. Charles Gilbert of Milan, Island, San Diego.
in the service. We have got to was an inequality contravening airmen to Sardinia for a joint question, "Is war outdated?" is
Cemetery with the arrangements Tenn., of officiating.
get a civilian grip, on the the equal protection clause of the Italo-British maneuver code- yes.
14th amendment to the federal
American-Love It or Leave It, BELFAST, Northern Ireland by the Blalock-Coleman Funeral Interment will be in the Oak He became a Christian when he
military."
named
"Operation
Cold—A British Army source said Home where friends may call.
was 16 years old. As a member of
constitution.
Marybeth
Cavanaugh-Marybeth
Grove Cemetery with the
stream."
today
that
38
had
persons
the
been
East San Diego Christian
Cavanaugh
plans to become a
arrangements by the Williams
The control tower at Pisa
arrested in Belfast, a number
church, he had served as an ofnurse
after
she
graduates
from
and
Rawls
Funeral
Home,
Paris,
the
said
plane, one of five on
of them on the army's "wanted
ficer there and was active in
Tenn., where friends may call
loan from the Royal Air Force Calloway County High School. list" of Irish Republican Army
church
interests until ill health
She
feels
that
her title,
from seven to nine o'clock tonight
for the maneuver, lost radio
suspects. A seven-hour search
prevented.
(Continued from Page 1)
(Tuesday).
contact and dropped off radar "America-Love It or Leave It," was carried out Monday night
needs a lot of discussion and
vention were getting underway screens at 5:41 a.m.
The funeral for Finis Steele,
and today in the embattled
Besides his wife, he is survived
this week.
A flotilla of navy ships, port understanding, when talked Roman Catholic Turf Lodge retired farmer of the Hazel
by a daughter, Mrs. Joe Scales,
The five union presidents on authority boats, motor launches about. "There will always be region of the capital.
community, is being held today
(Patricia), a granddaughter,
argument and when there is an
Educational innovation will be the Pay Board did not rule out and helicopters converged on
at two p.m. at the Mason's Chapel
Katie, and a grandson, Andy,
argument
we
should
discuss a
the tone of Insight Week at an eventual walkout—,a tactic the scene but could find no sign
United Methodist Church with
California: Mrs. Gene Landolt,
solution to it." she says.
they
of
used
life
from
on
the
choppy
similar
waters
Pay
Murray State University Nov. 8Rev. John Brent Undtrwood and Federal State Market News Murray, is a niece, and a sister,
Choices of Young Americans,
12 as two prominent author Boards during World War - II below.................... Rev. James Baker officiating. Service November 9, 1971
Mrs. George Hart, Murray. Mrs.
Katie
Kemp-Kat
ie
Kemp
is
a
NEW YORK (UPI —Stocks Pallbearers are James Steele, Kentucky Purchase
Italian officials said first
educators highlight the new and the Korean War.
Area Hog Hart left -today to attend the
senior at Calloway County and opened mixed in
For
the
indications
present,
one
showed
moderate
of
the
however,
program format.
James Underwood, Leland Market Report includes 10 buying funeral.
plans to attend MSU. Her speech trading today.
Dr. Harold Taylor, foemer they were expected to attend four turboprop jets of the giant
Strader, D. B. Grubbs, Clifford stations
deals
with
the
different
opShortly after the opening, the
president of Sarah Lawrence the next meeting Thursday transport, used extensively in
portunities that are available to Dow Jones industrial average White, and Elwin Douglas. Burial Receipts: Act. 1156 Est. 1000 FREIGHT RATES
College in Bronxville, N. Y., and which will set up rules for Vietnam by U.S. forces there,
today's youth. She ffels that was off 0.07 at 837.47. Advances will be in the Mt. Pleasant Barrows and Gilts steady Sows
WASHINGTON I UPI —The
author of "How to Change enforcing the new wage policy. had failed.
anyone
with an ambition can topped declines, 205 to 109, Cemetery with the arrangements steady
Transportation
Department has
Rescue work was hampered
Colleges," and John Holt, the The union leaders were also
by
the
Miller
Funeral
Home of
achieve his goal today through among the 451 issues
sent legislation to Congress
crossing Hazel.
education reformer who wrote expected to take their case to by choppy seas and cloudy
US
1-3
200-240
lbs.,
18.75-19.25
hard work and determination.
under which railroads would be
the tape
-What Can I Do Monday?" and Congress where the retroactive skies.
Steele, age 88, died Sunday at
A Generation of Univolved Chemicals showed a steady
allowed to adjust their freight
"How Children Fail, How pay principle overturned by the
seven a.m. at a rest home at US 1-2 200-230 lbs. 19.25-19.50
rates up or down within a
Children Learn," will be the Pay
Board
majority
has The crash was one of the Americans, Darrell Gibson- tone, with Union Carbide and Hardinsburg. He was a member US 2-4 200-240 lbs., 18.50-18.75
certain margin, without asking
featured speaker.
received important endorse- worst in Italian aviation histo Darrell Gibson is a student at Monsanto unchanged at 43% of Mason's Chapel United US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 18.00-18.50
for specific government approInitiated in the spring of 1969 to ment from the House Banking ry. In 1959,a Trans World Calloway County High. "People and 46, respectively. Monsanto Methodist Church and was US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 17.50-18.00
val.
when traded ex-dividend.
expose students to prevalent Committee and Chairman Wil- Airlines plane crashed near today say nothing
preceded in death by his wife in Sows
The legislation also would
Atlantic Richfield climbed 3,4 1965
ideas in today's society and to bur Mills of the House Ways Milan, killing 68 persons. The something needs to be said," he
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 15.50-16.00
allow railroads, without governprevious most costly military says. "After the bottom falls out to 62% among the
provoke thought and un- and Means Committee.
oils. He is survived by two US 1-3 300-550 lbs., 15.00-15.50
derstanding, the Insight sym- Judge George H. Boldt, plane crash was in 1948 when 21 they can tell you whose fault it Standard of California dipped % daughters, Mrs. Mary Saunooke US 2-3 4504i50 lbs., 14.00-15.00, few ment approval, to abandon
branch lines which are "deposium was held the first two chairman of the Pay Board, Swedish airmen were killed was. We all have to get together i to 53, while Getty fell % to 77. of Hardinsburg and Mrs. down to 13.50
to solve our problems."
trimental to the restoration of
Unchanged were Phillips at Maurine Gray of
years in the spring semester. said his group will "abide by near Naples.
Riverside, Boars mostly 12 00-14.00.
The Wonderful Formula, Ron We, Texaco at 32%, Occidental
their financial health."
Last year the program was anything Congress provides and
California. one son, Carlos Steele
The
Hercules C130 was Beshear-Ron Beshear is a 1968 at 12%, and Pennzoil at
canceled.
we will do that if and when it
21%. of Paducah five grandchildren.
designed and built by Lockheed graduate of MSU. The topic
of his US. Steel surrendered L4 to
Sponsored by the student becomes law."
to specifications by the U.S. Air talk is a complete
secret and will 261,4 in its group, but Armco
government at Murray State, the But Boldt insisted that the
Force Tactical Command in be divulged only to those
who ask climbed L'S to 16%. Bethlehem
Insight series this year will in- settlement was "equitable and
1952
for it.
was steady at 23%.
clude programs during both the fair to all, requiring almost
Japan -Surprise, Larry In the autos, General Motors
fall and spring semesters, ac- every American to make some.
Robinson- Larry Robinson at- and American Motors were
cording
to Van A. Fiser, a sacrifice as any control protended the Boy Scout Jamboree unchanged at 79% and Pie
Paducah junior who is chairman gram must do."
in Japan this past summer. He respectively. Ford lost LS to
of the Insight executive com- The rules approved by the
ontinued from P age Ii
mittee.
Pay Board cover these areas: various species were found, he will describe his visit to the 67L4, as did Chrysler to 28%.
FT. MEADE, Md. UPI —
Both Taylor and Holt will —New contracts: Wage and said, but none were of species country in his talk.
ol. Oran K. Henderson has
Agriculture and the Free
OUR HORNET FOR
lecture in the university fringe benefit increases should considered endangered
on dismissal of the most
auditorium—Taylor at 7:30 p.m. approximate 5.5 per cent. This "One Peregrine falcon nest Enterprise System, Steven
Best value in a compact.
• rious charge against him.
Tuesday, Nov. 9, and Holt at 7:30 yardstick will be reviewed by and five eagle nests were Beatty-Steve Beatty feels that
(Continued from ioa(e 1)
ow his attorneys open an
p.m., Thursday, Nov. U.
the Pay Board and might be destroyed, but of course the the production of food and fibre is
ort to exonerate him entirely
Focused on a theme of "The scaled down_ If the economy birds are not nesting at this important to our economy and was no money left-trtere during
MINN
om My Lai coverup allegesociety.
the night.
Changing Face óV Higher moves toward President Nix- time of year," Jackson said.
Pollution, Martha McKinney- L. A. Jones of 803 North 19th ions.
_
Education." the program this fall on's goal of cutting inflation in
marathon court..z•N
is designed to direct attention to half by the end of next year. He said several hundred rock I Martha McKinney is a newcomer Street said four wheel covers Capping a
greenling fish, which live in to Murray High this year and has were stolen from his 1963 artial session Monday with
the changes taking place in
— Existing contracts: Inkelp beds along Amchitka's lived in Canada, New York and Chevrolet parked in the Kroger he seven-officer jury absent,
higher education, with Taylor creases negotiated in
contracts
Wondoemphasizing
institutional signed before or during the shoreline, were found dead as most recently in Hawaii. "In the Parking Lot between the hours of !Mary Judge Peter S.
allegation
out
threw
an
owski
were
a
large
number
of
three
last
year,
the subject of pollution six and eleven p.m. on Monday,
reorganization and Holt stressing freeze may take effect after the
OUR GREMLIN FOR
t Henderson lied under oath
spine stickleback fish, a non- has come to be one of the most according to the report made to
teaching innovation.
freeze is lifted provided they
to a special Pentagon panel
game fish living in lakes on important topics in America," the police at 6:40 a.m. today.
Most fun in a sub-compact.
Dr. Sidney Simandle, director are not "unreasonably
inconsisshe says. Now that people are Four hub caps were taken off investigating the 1968 masof teacher education and cer- tent" with the board's inflation- Amchitka.
AEC officials said they finally taking a long, hard look at the 1968 Chevrolet owned by Gene sacre.
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